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ABSTRACT

This thesis attem pts to address a gap in current literature on surveillance,
resistance, funding and welfare. While there is a good deal of literature on the
surveillance and restriction of resistance of people living on welfare and social
service workers, there is very little, if any, literature that links these two trends in
surveillance and resistance. This work seeks to advance our understandings of
the impact of these trends on each group individually, as well as on the nature of
our relationships with one another.
In particular, this project employs a governmentality perspective to
investigate the ways in which people living on social assistance and people
working in social service agencies take up notions of active citizenship and the
entrepreneurial self, in the context of their funding and income arrangements.
These constitutions of the self shape and are shaped by resistance and
surveillance. In the spirit of post-structural and critical social work analytics, this
project hopes to unpack some of the stories of a small group of participants in
order to develop a deeper understanding of the m any complex issues facing them
with respect to income, funding, surveillance and resistance.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades a broad body of literature has been created to
acknowledge the surveillance and restriction of welfare recipients and to a lesser
degree social workers (Moffat, 1999; Gilliom, 2001; Mosher et al., 2004).
Individuals interacting with social assistance systems often find themselves
under the surveillance of the system which provides them with financial support,
and this is a phenom enon experienced by social worker and recipient alike.
Under the effect of the “panopticon,” (Foucault, 1979) which is primarily enacted
through computerized systems, but also the gaze of “accountability agents”, the
movements of workers and clients are watched, with workers playing the dual
role of the watcher and the watched (Moffat, 1999). However, while we can speak
of the effect of the panopticon, the reality of workers and recipients is best
understood through techniques of governmentality, of which the reality of the
panopticon is only a part. Here we can see the results of the “triangle” of political
relations - governmentality, sovereignty and discipline (Foucault, 1991). This
reality is ever-present in the lives of workers and those receiving assistance.
The effect of governmentality has serious impacts on the ability of clients
and workers to engage in acts of resistance against the State mechanisms and
system that regulate their lives. Concerns about having financial support “cut
o ff’ change the movements of clients and workers, and thus reshape their
citizenship (Isin, 2002) and self-determination (Leonard, 1997). Discipline takes
many forms, but in this case I will look primarily at the use of cut-offs and
suspensions to control people receiving social assistance under the Ontario

1
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Welfare regime, and professional discipline and funding reductions that affect
workers. An investigation of this discipline and regulation is particularly crucial,
as it has intensified since 1995 (Ralph et al., 1997).
In general, this thesis draws on data from interviews with service
providers and people receiving social services to explore the hypothesis that, in
advanced liberal societies, funding and income models encourage subjects to
conduct themselves so as to secure funding/incom e and, more often than not, the
relationship between securing funding is intim ately linked to the dynamics of
securing an income. As such, this thesis seeks to advance our understanding of
the power relationships and restrictions placed both upon individuals receiving
social assistance and social service workers an d /o r managers who work for
agencies that are funded by governments, corporations, an d /o r funding agencies.
In addition, it seeks to examine the similarities and differences in the ways in
which their “funding arrangem ents” restrict their abilities to resist and fight
oppressive systems.
I am particularly interested in looking at the ways in which folks who are
constructed as dependent are restricted (or feel restricted) by the realities of their
“funding arrangem ents” and sources of income (i.e. are afraid to speak out
against those organizations from whom they are receiving financial support for
fear of getting “cut off’). When we encounter similarities in the manifestations of
these restrictions/relationships between recipients and “funders”, how can we
use this information/analysis to inform the ways in which social workers manage
and construct our relationships with the people who come to us seeking help,
recognizing that there is still a complex power dynamic in that relationship?
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This thesis is intended to address a gap in current literature on
surveillance, resistance, funding and welfare.

While there is a good deal of

literature on the surveillance and restriction of resistance of people receiving
welfare and social service workers, there is very little, if any, literature that links
these two trends in surveillance and resistance. This work seeks to advance our
understandings of the impact of these trends on each group individually, as well
as on the nature of our relationships with one another. Through the methodology
described below, this research seeks to solidify social work as a practice of
resistance.

T h eo retica l A p p roach
A post-structural and critical social work frame informs this study (Fook,
2002; Healy, 2000; Rossiter, 2005a; Rossiter, 2005b). I explore the ways in
which these theories make visible the social control of people receiving social
assistance and social service workers. Foucault’s work, particularly related to his
discussion of governmentality (Foucault, 1991), is a major source of thinking
about the ways in which techniques of governmentality, including surveillance,
impact the lives of these particular social service workers and people receiving
social assistance. I focus particularly on Rose’s concept of the entrepreneurial
self (1996) as a technique of governmentality which is specifically applicable to
the experiences of participants in this project.

Critical social work, influenced

both by structural and post-structural philosophies, offers a way into thinking
about power, domination and discourse, that will inform the ways in which we
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deconstruct and reconstruct those experiences, and engage in acts of resistance
(Fook, 2002; Hick & Pozzutto, 2005). Additionally, the work of Deleuze and
Guattari is useful in attending to the ways in which power operates as a web-like
network, decentralizing surveillance and resistance (1987).

I found Deleuze’s

discussion of the control society is particularly useful when investigating the
themes I observed emerging from my discussions with participants.
One of the critiques of Foucauldian analysis is that it often feels
overdetermined, eliminating the possibility for actors to behave outside of the
relations that the theorists argue are central to the social organization of our
societies. While I think there is value to this critique, I would argue th at there is a
possibility to use Foucault’s analytic frameworks and still see openings for
subjects to resist or to take up and accommodate relations to different degrees,
depending upon their social location, and individual agency.
I have selected these theories because they offer a way into thinking about
the complexities of people’s lives, and challenge traditional notions of structural
oppression. While we can certainly think about the lives of the poor as influenced
by m eta-narratives

of oppression

and

resistance,

taken

together post

structuralism and critical social work offer a more nuanced look into the
experiences of these individuals and the power relations that impact their lives
(Leonard, 1997; Fook, 2002).

Moreover, these theoretical frameworks allow

notions of agency to be visible; oppression does not simply present as a function
of structural inequities, but instead becomes a daily practice which we resist and
reproduce at multiple sites (Healy, 1999).
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L iterature R eview
Much work has been done on the surveillance of people living on social
assistance and on the regulation of social work agencies through funding.
Connections between the surveillance of people receiving social assistance and
the surveillance of social service workers are not represented in the current
literature. Instead, these trends are treated as independent, and linkages are not
made between them . This project pulls out themes in the two bodies of literature
investigating these trends, and incorporates them into an analysis of the
interconnections between both of these types of experiences.
The literature investigating the surveillance of individuals receiving social
assistance, and their subsequent resistance, is diverse, and originates from a
num ber of disciplines.

Historical, political, social work and gendered analyses

(Piven and Cloward, 1993; Gilliom, 2001; Parenti, 2003; Moffat, 1999; Little,
1998; Mosher et al., 2004) all provide context for looking at the surveillance and
resistance of poor people and social workers. Additionally, a critical look at the
construction of dependency facilitates an analysis of the ways in which
surveillance gets justified in specific political contexts (Fraser and Gordon, 1994).
In particular, the literature is most compelling when it looks not only at the ways
in which the movements of individuals are monitored, passively and actively, but
also the ways in which people become involved in social movements to resist such
surveillance and engage in everyday forms of resistance (Gilliom, 2001, Piven and
Cloward, 1993).
Gilliom (2001) in particular connects the concepts of surveillance and
resistance in the lives of low-income mothers. He investigates the ways in which
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these mothers are under the gaze of the “panopticon” on a daily basis but also
looks at their movements of everyday resistance ( 9 9 ) to subvert their watchers.
For example, with workers regularly m onitoring the bank accounts of people
living on social assistance, people living on social assistance, in turn, are careful
about what types of transactions appear on their accounts, and often use cash to
obscure their daily financial activities and protect themselves from surveillance.
While these may not be traditional forms of political action, they are nonetheless
movements that frustrate the social services system that acts as an oppressive
and policing force in the lives of these women, and other individuals engaging
with the social services system (100).

Moffat also incorporates this analysis of

the everyday practices of the welfare office (Moffat,

1 9 9 9 ).

This critique extends

the analysis of Piven and Cloward, which looks more broadly at traditional and
collectivist movements of poor people to work against the State (Piven and
Cloward,

1 9 7 9 ).

Gilliom, and others who engage in this sort of everyday analysis

provide a language with which to discuss those im portant moments of the
“everyday” (Smith,

1987)

in which people are subjected to, and resist, movements

by other actors and systems.
The literature surrounding the regulation of social workers and social
service agencies is broad, and also ranges across disciplines. Currently, with the
“m arketization” of the social services, there is an ongoing debate raging as to the
impact that different modes of funding have upon the ability for agencies and
charities to engage in democracy-building and civil society (Alexander et al.,
1999). Particularly with the ongoing threat of government intervention, and the
increase of private funding into agencies via private-public partnerships, and
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notions of corporate citizenship (Dobbin, 1998), much of the literature questions
the ability for agencies to m aintain their autonom y and advocate for their clients
in meaningful ways which are not compromised by funding requirem ents
(Alexander et al., 1999; McFarlane & Roach, 1999). Concerns around “mission
drift,” “mission creep” (Loconte, 1997; McFarlane and Roach, 1999) and goal
displacement (Froelich, 1999), troubles those who are committed to agencies and
workers as active participants in a strong democratic system.

To these

researchers, there is an ever-present danger th at agencies and workers will not be
able to advocate for their clients and engage meaningfully in a civil society if they
are constantly wary of procuring funding for the next year/project/initiative.
Moves of agencies/workers begin to reflect funding constraints, and the
surveillance begins to shape their everyday actions and resistance.

These

concerns m irror those of people receiving social assistance, where fears of being
cut-off also impact their lives and everyday resistance.
W hen we examine this literature, it becomes clear that such writings
facilitate a destabilization of the identity of the activist social worker, and bring to
the fore the notion of social services as a tool of surveillance (Healy, 1999). In
this way, we can see that even social workers coming from a structural social
work perspective facilitate the ongoing surveillance of the lives of people
receiving social assistance. This picture is complicated by the fact that social
workers are also under the effect of governmentality, and in particular their
subjectivities are constituted as active self-governing citizens,

mobilized

particularly to the benefit of the advanced liberal state (Rose, 1999; Dean, 1999).
The texture of the problem is made even clearer by Moffat’s investigation of the
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ways in which workers are both surveilled in the workplace, and engage in a
surveillance role with respect to people seeking help (1999). This problematizes
any movements by workers to engage in emancipatory practice, but these actions
nonetheless rem ain im portant, particularly given the ways in which social service
workers experience surveillance in their own work/lives. W hat this literature can
do is help us to understand the ways in which activities are complex, and try to
move around and with the complexities to construct meaningful practice.

To begin this discussion, I will first turn to the reason that I have chosen a
governmentality perspective to investigate these trends as opposed to a structural
social work approach. The structural approach to social work is rooted in an
analysis of state power and resistance to state power, and it is this understanding
that many of the participants in this project articulated when speaking about
power and resistance. Pioneered by Maurice Moreau in the mid-1970s, structural
social work relies on “the m ajor radical them es of Marxism, feminism, radical
hum anism and radical structuralism ” (Mullaly, 1997:105) for its root theories.
Ideologically influenced by theories reliant on critiques of capitalism and state
power, structural social work has recently faced challenges by the post-structural
critical framework of Foucault and his contemporaries. In particular, the concept
of “governmentality” offers a new way of thinking about power and resistance,
and challenges social work to think beyond traditional notions of power.

By

shifting the analysis from a focus on state power, to an understanding of power as
more complex and diffuse, governmentality perspectives challenge social workers
committed to social justice to rethink the ways in which they are implicated in
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power relations and practices. Perspectives on governmentality have enriched
the political foundation that I have gained from structural analysis, and it is for
this reason that I have chosen to further pursue this type of analysis in this
project.

Governmentality and Power
The concept of governmentality, proposed by Foucault, offers a challenge
to an analysis that is rooted in notions of centralized power held by the State.
Foucault conceptualizes power differently, seeing it not as a centralized force to
be held, but rather inherent in every space and transaction. Power, in this model,
is diffuse, molecular and capillary (Fraser, 1989).

Not only is power

conceptualized as decentralized, but it is also seen as “productive rather than
prohibitive” (Fraser, 1989:18).

This means that power has a creative energy

produced through power relations; it does not just take away, as one might
consider is the role of the State, it does not just regulate individuals/citizens
through legislation and punitive measures, but also in subtle ways disciplines
people to regulate themselves.

This view of power complicates the way in

which we analyze and discuss power and resistance.

Foucault suggests that

“where there is power there is resistance,” although there is no central point of
power that can be consciously and explicitly resisted (1978:95). In this way, an
object (in this case, the State) does not hold power; power is not something to be
seized in a m anner befitting Marxist revolution. Instead, one begins an analysis
by dissecting power relations and its many techniques and m anifestations, and
then can, at that point, move to a view of the State as a benefactor of power
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relations. This perspective complicates the way in which we view and construct
resistance. Fraser suggests, “this suffices to rule out those types of liberation
politics that presuppose that power is essentially repressive” (1989:18). This
reframing of resistance and sites of resistance issues a challenge to structural
oppositional politics by suggesting a different understanding of power and
resistance, one that we all reproduce and resist.
For Foucault, government is power relations codified; he speaks of the “art
of government” and the “tactics of governm ent” (1991:99). By government, he
does not solely refer to the State; he also incorporates other units of power
relations (for example, the family) in this definition.

W hen power relations

become “m anagerial” (books, texts, experts, statistics, calculations, “how to”
m anuals), when knowledge begins to proliferate and become codified, this is all
part of governmentalization (Foucault, 1991).

Governmentality and our Place as “A ctors”
One of the strengths of a governmentality perspective in social work in
particular, and to notions of state power in specific, is the ways in which it frames
our practices and movements.

Governmentality adjusts its lens to focus on

practices and techniques of power, and does not place actors as central to its
analysis. What this assertion suggests is that subjects are constantly participating
in practices of governance, be they of self-governance or the governance of others
(Dean, 1999:12). The concept of power is shifted to an understanding in which
we all become embedded and engaged in power relations; no one person is
excused from these power relations by their individual commitments to personal
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or community liberation. This understanding implicates us in processes in which
every movement becomes dangerous; even our movements against so-called
oppression becomes complicated by our engagement (Cruikshank, 1999).
Foucault suggests, “no simple lines could be drawn between reformers and
reactionaries, between those “on the side of power” and those “on the side of
resistance” (Rainbow and Rose, i9 9 4 -.ix). We are all in the uncomfortable place
of being implicated in the technologies of governance and power. This insight
challenges notions of state power, which emphasizes the agency of particular
actors, and places them in opposition to one another, whereby power is
exchanged and potentially seized by one or another. In structural social work
power is almost treated as a commodity, an ever-expanding commodity perhaps,
but one which is im portant in obtaining to create political change.

The

commodity of centralized power is ideally seized from elite power holders by and
for “the people.” In a governmentality perspective, this picture becomes m ore
complicated as the understanding of power is not linear or simple, and power,
itself, is interwoven with resistance.
This notion of power as diffuse implicates us in the practices of power, and
additionally implicates us in our own governance. The structural perspective in
social work is primarily concerned with personal liberation and empowerment,
whereby clients become empowered individuals enabled to confront centralized
power, with an eye to the political consequences of such liberation:
The process of empowerment has been likened to a dialogical relationship
in which those becoming empowered engage in a staged process of
changing consciousness in relation to their social world, and their ability
to act within it” (Fook & Morley, 2005:69).
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In her work, Cruikshank problematizes the processes of self-esteem and selfgovernance. This offers an interesting angle from which to consider structural
and empowerment practice, two influential strains of social work, which are
focused on building self-esteem, and helping people to learn self-discipline and
governance.

Using a governmentality perspective, we constitute ourselves as

governable by taking up the goal of self-esteem and thereby fulfilling our social
responsibilities and roles as citizens; we act upon ourselves by participating as
active citizens so governm ents do not have this obligation (Cruikshank, 1996).
This analysis is consistent with her arguments in Will to Empower, where she
argues, among other things, that these types of discourses — empowerment,
democracy,

and

self-esteem

— are at once

enabling

and constraining

(Cruikshank, 1999). They are not good or bad, but are inherently political; they
at once contain the possibilities of both domination and freedom (Cruikshank,
1999).
Where the challenge to structural social work, and therefore theories of
state power, exist is th at the project of self-esteem and personal liberation is not
coordinated through a top-down modality of centralized power. There are no
grand conspiracies to use an ideology of self-esteem to dupe the masses into
governing themselves, this is not a technology engineered from above, but the
effect is that we m onitor our actions in such a way that we place ourselves under
surveillance (Cruikshank, 1996:234). This has the handy effect of creating “welladjusted”, “socially responsible citizens” who are easy to govern. What becomes
complicated about this analysis is that this modality of power does not provide a
solid entry point or centralized point at which to direct one’s resistance.
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Cruikshank suggests, “if you look for a face...you will be disappointed, because in
the strategic field of welfare everyone is accountable but there are no bodies”
(Cruikshank, 1999:117). Where structural social work would resist government
state power by a coordinated

and

explicit performance

of resistance,

governmentality perspectives might approach this situation differently. Although
an analysis from a governmentality perspective would not necessarily provide a
model of resistance, Fraser suggests that Foucault “calls in no uncertain term s for
resistance to dom ination” (Fraser, 1989:29). A solid analysis of state power as
centralized and visible allows a m easure of comfort and security in protest,
speaking out, and challenging power. Perhaps, however, it is useful to be a little
bit less comfortable with our place in power relations.

Governmentality and Self-Governance
The issues that Cruikshank and Foucault bring to the picture are the
problematics of social work notions of empowerment, both related to casework
and community development.

While structural social workers might see

themselves as radical agents empowering clients to fight against the state, such
simple notions of good and bad are confounded in a governmentality perspective.
This perspective suggests that every m oment between the social worker and
“client” is about discipline. Even a so-called empowering m om ent where a client
voluntarily comes for help with a particular issue, and the social worker explores
with her some options where the client has ultim ate choice over the direction,
this situation, by facilitating a space for the building of self-esteem, has both
liberatory

and

constraining

effects.

Governmentality,

and
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understanding of power, then, has implications for the ways in which we think
about helping, relationships, and m om ents of collaborative work. We are forced
to see ourselves as part of a picture, not as heroes, but in relation to “all those
many transactions where our own concerns with our own lives have also become
the concern with others - not just explicitly political agencies, but also all those
other authorities (religious, medical, commercial, therapeutic) who whisper in
our ears and advise us how to act and who to be” (Rainbow and Rose, I994:xi).
We are all being worked upon and surveilled at all times; we are embedded in
these power relations.

In the case of social workers, this reality is further

complicated by the fact that we also have to concern ourselves with the ways in
which we whisper in the ears of others and participate in multiple and complex
sets of power relations.
Related to these concepts is Rose’s notion of the entrepreneurial self,
which is one who is continuously engaged in maximizing his or her potential
(1999). The entrepreneurial self does not just apply to economic capitalization of
the self. It is also applied to the ways in which subjects m aintain their bodies,
their homes, their education and other areas of their lives. Rose argues that
active entrepreneurial citizens ensure that they take full advantage of their
freedom by participating actively in civic life through the “proper channels”
(1999). These are concepts that I take up with respect to the experiences relayed
by participants in the data.
Some scholars suggest that the structural perspective can benefit from
post-structuralist/postm odern perspectives (Leonard, 1997; Fook, 2002).

I

would further suggest that a view to governmentality complicates our
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understanding of power/knowledge, and opens up possibilities in term s of
understanding power as capillary and sites of power and resistance happening at
multiple sites and in tandem . Critical social work, influenced both by structural
and post-structural philosophies, offers a way into thinking about power,
domination and discourse, that will inform the ways in which we deconstruct and
reconstruct these experiences, and engage in acts of resistance (Fook, 2002; Hick
& Pozzutto, 2005).

Power relations are often fluid, but there are certainly

asymmetries in power.

Technologies of pow er/dom ination “determine the

conduct of individuals and submit them to certain ends or dom ination” while
technologies of the self encourage individuals to take up certain practices to
transform themselves (Foucault, 1988:18). In this context, groups/actors have
some

room

to

m aneouver

resistance/movement.

and

there

may

be

possibilities

for

Complete domination is rare; and, in times of crisis,

opportunities for resistance open up and move (Rose and Miller, 1992).
Often, as a result of multiple commitments to challenging injustice and
oppression, critical social workers often try to “use Foucault’s work to support
non-Foucauldian purposes,” and try to pair post-structuralism with a liberatory
hum anist project (McBeath and Webb, 2005:171).

I have tried to avoid this

move throughout my own analysis, while at the same tim e attempting to not
minimize asymmetries in power relations.

Moreover, some scholars accuse

critical social work theorists of “not [looking] deeply at the genealogies of conduct
and of power and/or knowledge within the domain of social work agencies...
[instead grabbing] at a mechanistic ‘black-box’ account of the institutional
ground of operation of social work upon a subjugated population - the client”
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In this project, I have tried to address this

concern by looking at how we are all implicated in the techniques of
governmentality, and while we cannot escape power relations or redeem our
practice, we can hope to analyze and understand them.

R esearch Q u estio n
To guide my research, early in the process I developed the following
questions: How are people receiving social assistance and social workers policed?
How do their sources of income and funding place them under surveillance?
How does that surveillance shape their relationships with one another and
respective forms of resistance? These questions evolved as the project unfolded.
Eventually, my attention began to turn towards how constitutions of active
citizenship and the entrepreneurial self, as discussed by Nikolas Rose, helped to
make sense of the data presented in the interviews. As I will discuss, specifically
in Chapter 3 , 1 believe Rose’s theories to be particularly useful in interpreting the
ways in which participants living on social assistance and working in social
service agencies negotiate their daily lives with respect to funding and income
arrangements. While this may appear as a departure from the initial questions, I
see the literature on active citizenship and the entrepreneurial self providing
useful analytic insight to the ubiquitous and nuanced ways in which regulation
works beyond policing and surveillance; enacted through one’s ability to self
regulate before, or at the same time as, being policed and/or surveilled by
institutional relations.
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The concrete nature of participant’s experiences, provide a helpful site to
consider how abstract and theoretical concepts like the entrepreneurial self and
active citizenship might play out in people’s lives.

I argue that funding models

are, in part, shaped to exploit and encourage an active constitution of the self.
With respect to participants working in social service agencies, the aim can be
articulated in an example offered by Elizabeth (one of the social service workers
participating in this project) in her interview.

That is, workers will conduct

themselves in such a way that when their project’s funding comes up for renewal
on the City Council’s agenda, they will be able to secure maximum funding. In
this scenario, workers are not only policed by funding requirem ents and
regulations, they also police themselves to obtain maximum capital with which to
provide essential services.

Therefore, the initial research questions around

surveillance and how people working in social service agencies and people living
on social assistance are policed is enhanced by further analysis into how they
actively pursue and participate in their own surveillance.

M eth od ology
Design o f the Research
This study is qualitative in nature, as I am interested in helping to bring to
the fore voices that are typically repressed by the very surveillance and fear that is
the topic of this study.

My interviewing process is consistent with feminist

research principles (Kirby & McKenna, 1989; Reinharz, 1992).

For instance,

interviews, while having an interview guide, consisted of fairly broad questions to
ensure that the voices of the participants came through and were heard without
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Given that people living in

poverty and people working with individuals living in poverty are often in a
position where their experiences and perspectives are ignored, it is im portant
that I was as non-directive as possible when facilitating the interviews. I found
that interviews were fairly free-flowing, and the participants and I found
ourselves going “off-topic” constantly, exploring issues of interest to them
(Riordon, 2004).
Additionally, I was primarily interested in hearing from participants about
their experiences with surveillance, resistance and relationships. For this reason,
while some questions seemed to have little to do, specifically, with these subjects,
they were broadly constructed to allow for participants to define for themselves
what resistance looks like, and were therefore in control of defining and labeling
their own experiences (see Appendix A). This technique was useful in eliciting
responses that I did not expect, but also was useful in developing a more holistic
understanding of surveillance, governance and resistance in people’s lives. Order
and wording was often modified during the interviews to preserve flow and
comfort during the process, and participants were given the opportunity to pass
on questions that they would prefer not to answer. Most participants answered
all of the questions asked, and only one participant chose to pass on one question.

Recruitm ent Procedure
To conduct this study, I interviewed six people receiving social assistance
and four social service workers/managers who work for agencies that are funded
by governments, corporations an d /o r funding agencies. The participants were all
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drawn from one city in Ontario. This group of people is not a representative
sample, but instead provides an in-depth look at the ways in which these specific
participants, under the effect of governmentality, relate to their situations. One
effect of participants self-selecting was that they already had a sense of some of
the ways in which surveillance impacted their lives and their work, and were able
to speak to this experience.
To recruit participants, I used a combination of active advertising, wordof-mouth and snowball recruitm ent.

I placed posters and pamphlets in

organizations that are accessed by people receiving social assistance, letting
participants self-select to participate in the research process. I also spoke with
social service workers both to invite their participation in the research as well as
to pass on my contact information, pam phlet (Appendix B) and information
letter (Appendix C) to anyone receiving social assistance who they think would be
interested in participating in the research.

Given that sometimes people

receiving social assistance also struggle with literacy issues, it was im portant that
information about the project circulate by word of m outh, and this is the reason
for asking social service workers to pass on the information. All participation was
voluntary, and anyone suggesting the project to anyone else was doing so for
informational purposes only.

Most participants indicated that they had seen my

poster up in an agency, or grabbed my pam phlet from a display in the
community. Most social service agency workers were recruited more actively
through networking, as I found they were generally m ore hesitant to volunteer.
My suspicion is that in this small community, people working in social
service agencies were nervous of having their identities exposed and being
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sanctioned for their participation. Additionally, since recruitm ent was based on
self-selection, people who felt particularly affected by their funding or income
arrangements were more likely to come forward. Frontline workers seemed to be
less likely to see themselves as affected personally by funding arrangem ents and
therefore were less likely to see their participation as relevant. Managers, on the
other hand, are involved in the day-to-day procurem ent and maintenance of
funding

and

consequently seemed to

see more

reason

to

participate.

Additionally, managers might have been less fearful of reprisal than frontline
workers, and therefore were m ore likely to come forward.

In the end, the

participants in this project were largely managers and social service recipients
and there was far less participation from workers, than from recipients. The
limited the data that I was able to collect from the perspective of people who are
affected by social service funding relations and accounts for my heavy use of the
data secured from interviews with Elizabeth and Michael.

The Participants
I spoke with ten participants, four of whom work in social service agencies,
and six of whom are living on social assistance. While I actively recruited both
groups, sixteen people living on social assistance contacted m e and out of this, six
participated in interviews.
agreed to participate.

Only four people working for social service agencies

While there was not a great deal of racial and gender

diversity in either participant group, there was some variation with respect to age
and length of time on social assistance or working in social services.
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Most of the participants living on social assistance with whom I spoke
were between 35-50 years old. Most of them were single women; Mark was the
only m an in the group, and he was considerably younger than the rest of the
participants with an age range between 20-30 years old. Sarah had school age
children and Pamela had adult children.
There was some diversity with respect to tim e on welfare within the group.
Robin and Pamela have been on welfare for less than one year.

Pamela is

currently homeless and Robin is in the process of applying for Ontario Disability
Support Program (ODSP) benefits.

Lindsay has been living on and off welfare

for less than five years. Mark has been living on and off welfare for 5 to 10 years.
Rebecca has been living on welfare for 10 to 15 years, and is currently in the
process of applying for ODSP. Sarah has been living on and off welfare for 15 to
20 years, but she “took herself off assistance voluntarily” three months ago.
The group of participants working in social service agencies had similar
patterns of gender diversity with more women than m en participating. Elizabeth,
Michael and Marie were all 45 to 55 years of age, and have all been working in
social service agencies for 10 to 20 years.

All were in various levels of

management in their agencies. Julia was the only younger person in this group.
She was between 25 to 35 years of age and she has been working as a frontline
worker for just a few years.
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Data Collection: Sources and M ethods
Most interviews took place in a private room at a local community facility.
A few participants opted to m eet m e at their places of work, and one interview
took place over the phone.
Interviews ran approximately 60-90 m inutes and followed an interview
guide (Appendix A).

I transcribed half of the interviews, and hired a private

contractor to transcribe the rest of the interviews. The transcripts were used as
the basis of analysis. The participant’s name was not on the tape and therefore
remained anonymous. Permission was obtained for the audio-taping and notetaking during the interview. Only one participant chose not to have the interview
audio-taped.

Given potential literacy issues with low-income populations, all

permission (i.e. letter of inform ation/consent form) was also undertaken
verbally. All participants were given copies of their transcripts and were offered
the opportunity to remove anything with which they were not comfortable or that
did not accurately represent their opinions.
With the completion of the thesis defense, participants will be supplied
with a summary of the findings and interpretations of the research.

As there

may be literacy issues with some of the people that I interview, I will be available
to sit down with them and discuss the findings and interpretations with them , to
ensure that all of the people involved in the study have an opportunity to engage
with the final product.
Interviews were scheduled at the convenience of participants to
acknowledge the valuable time and wisdom that they have offered to the process,
particularly considering the complicated and hectic lives of poor people and
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Finally, if participants were interested, I offered some

information about local resources including the contact information for local
social, advocacy and anti-poverty services (Kirby & McKenna, 1989). In these
ways, every effort was made to minimize the possible economic, social, emotional
and psychological risks in participating in the research.

Data Analysis
To analyze the interviews, I did 3 readings. I used open coding for the first
reading to look for general themes, and more focused codings for the second and
final readings to examine the finer aspects of the transcripts including language
and more subtle themes. I did go back to the transcripts a few more times to look
at select passages.

In my readings, I typically looked for key words that might

illustrate participants’ feelings about their funding and income arrangements.
Words that jum ped off the page for me related to un/fairness, surviving, being
productive, feeling watched, being careful, being professional, and putting on a
good face. As in the interviews, I tried to follow the directions that participants
were inclined to take me, but I was also guided by my own perceptions about
what might be useful. Because of my own understandings of funding, income,
surveillance and resistance, my lens on the issues certainly influenced what
seemed the most interesting and useful in the transcripts, and while I tried to
modify this somewhat, since I am also embedded in the power relations
participants were speaking of, my use of the data was not neutral or objective.
The interviews varied greatly in length with some as short as half of an
hour and some as long as an hour and a half. For this reason, some of the longer
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interviews, in particular Michael and Elizabeth, offered more data to work with
than others. Also, since my interviews with them were longer than both Marie
and Julia’s, which ran half an hour each, I was able to develop more rapport with
Michael and Elizabeth, which seemed to help them to share m ore risky insights
with me. Additionally, Marie did not allow the interview to be taped, which
limited my ability to access and analyze her precise words throughout the coding
and analysis process. Thus, my final text relies quite heavily on the data th at I
was able to secure from my discussions with Elizabeth and Michael.
Also contributing to the overall analysis was the ways in which the people
working in social service agencies were located in their agencies. Julia was the
only worker not occupying a managerial role and I believe that this affected the
way that she spoke about funding. W hereas Elizabeth, Michael and Marie spoke
very7directly about the ways in which funding affects their day-to-day operations
and conduct, Julia spoke less about this and more about the ways in which her
position in the agency affects her daily work. Therefore while Julia’s daily work is
textured by the complexities of funding and income strings, her statem ents
relating to these issues were less direct and therefore less likely to capture my
attention on the first few rounds of coding. While my recruitm ent strategy did
not take into account the ways in which different agency worker roles might affect
perspectives on funding and income, there certainly seemed to be some variation
in this small group, and this might be an interesting direction for future research.
Finally, with respect to the different treatm ent of workers and people
living on social assistance, as someone cognizant of the relations of power and
also someone who is sees herself reflected in the roles of the participants who
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were working in social service agencies, my tendency was to be more sympathetic
to people living on social assistance than to people working in social service
agencies. This is partially because I aim to be critical of my own practice, and my
own complicity in the relations of power and the ways in which social workers
often occupy a social control function in their work. This lens plays into the ways
in which I read and treated the interviews, and although I tried to offer a
systematic treatm ent of both sets of interviews, it is useful to acknowledge that
this tendency more than likely influenced my readings of the interviews and the
ways that certain passages and not others leapt off the page for me.

Data M anagem ent
The identities of participants remained anonymous. Given the nature of
the project, only confidentiality of participants’ identities was guaranteed,
however, any statem ents that could put participants at risk were kept
confidential. A few participants suggested that they would not mind if their
identities were disclosed, but did not specifically suggest that they would like to
be identified. Transcripts were numbered, and participants are only identified by
pseudonym in the final paper.

Transcripts have been kept in a locked filing

cabinet, and data was coded so as to preserve the anonymity of the participants
(Kirby & McKenna, 1989). I am the only person who knows the participants by
name.

The data will be shredded at the conclusion of a successful defense.

Participants were made aware of this, both in the initial recruitm ent of the
participants and at the beginning and end of the interview when the information
letter and consent portion is discussed.
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As a result of the efforts to secure anonymity, there are few risks
associated with this thesis. To secure anonymity, the city in which the interviews
took place is not revealed in the final product. Additionally, participants self
selected and were offered the opportunity to opt-out of the process at any tim e to
reduce the risks associated with participating in this research project.

L o o k in g A h ead
In the following chapters I will begin to explore the ways in which funding
and income, and concomitant surveillance and governance, shape the way that
participants take up subjectivities consistent with active citizenship and the
entrepreneurial self. I will further explore the ways in which these subjectivities
both open up and constrain possibilities for resistance.
In chapters one and two I look at both participant groups individually in
an effort to outline some major themes.

My exploration of how workers,

particularly managers, at social service agencies negotiate their funders takes
place in the following chapter. Particularly, I will attend to the ways in which the
intimacy of a funder, the notion of accountability and the desire for statistics,
regulates workers. At the same time, I argue, workers regulate themselves to fall
within the param eters set by funders. In chapter 2, my attention shifts to people
receiving social assistance and the relations of power specific to their engagement
w ith the welfare system.

Here I investigate the techniques associated with

discipline, surveillance and the in/visibility related to income assistance and
control.

These chapters are meant to provide some foundation and separate

analysis of the two groups before launching into a m ore analytical discussion
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about how the them es can be understood in term s of the entrepreneurial self in
the enterprise society and possibilities for resistance.
This is the focus of chapter three where I turn my gaze to the specific
technique of the entrepreneurial self.

This technique expressly relates to the

ways in which participants working for social service agencies and people living
on social assistance take up subjectivities associated with active citizenship and
continuous capitalization of the self.

The complexities of this technique and

others which manifest in the lives of participants are contextualized with respect
to resistance in chapter four. In this chapter, I investigate how individuals can
erect boundaries around their resistant practices, particularly with respect to
“official” and “unofficial” resistance. In the final chapter of the work, I offer a
summation of the project, review the findings and possible directions for future
research.
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CHAPTER ONE:
SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY W ORKERS
AND M ANAGERS

One of the issues I struggled with throughout the construction of this
thesis was how to weave together the issues facing workers and the issues facing
people receiving social assistance.

This confusion resulted in my putting a

chapter together, pulling it apart, putting it back together and then pulling it
apart once again.

Finally I decided that the best way to approach some

similarities in the techniques of governance that I saw shaping the lives of both
workers and people receiving social assistance was to separate these roles and
talk about them individually. What I found was that although we can take a
governmentality approach to the ways in which workers and people living on
social assistance are produced within power relations, the ways in which th at
governmentality is productive is somewhat different as a result of different
constraints and techniques operating in their lives. Consequently, while we can
see some connections in term s of the ways in which people feel disciplined or
regulated, and the ways in which people modify their lives to meet the demands
of the advanced liberal society, people still operate in different ways, and are
differentially affected by various elements, such as stigma.

Governmentality

theory does not necessarily take this into account in readily useful ways.
Increasingly, it became clear that treating the participants as one uniform subject
would not take into account the layers of meaning shaping people’s lives. In this
chapter, and the one that follows, I investigate these trends separately, while
examining some common themes.

28
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Workers in social service agencies are not removed from the tendency to
tell ourselves stories to help make sense of our place in the interlocking spaces of
oppression, surveillance, and resistance.1 In making sense of our place in the
world, in our search for meaning in our work (Camielleri, 1999), we often rely
upon notions of progress, necessity, charity and social justice. W riters such as
Swanson and Lundy (1999; 2004) suggest that social justice approaches to anti
poverty work and charity model approaches to the same work are different and
separate phenomena. However, in discussion with workers from various agencies
and perspectives, it seems that these two ways of engaging in one’s work are,
more often than not, muddled. They are m ore interwoven than set in opposition.
Notions of helping and charity work are often articulated alongside notions of
fairness, justice and equality.

W orkers constitute their subjectivities as

activists/non-activists at different points in their speech.

These intersections

make for interesting, albeit difficult to negotiate and occasionally conflicting,
perspectives on work, engagement and politics.

One of the difficulties with

negotiating charity and social justice is the rhetoric that asserts they are separate
and apart from one another. In service providers’ talk about donor relations,
government funding, and negotiating advocacy and service within these contexts,
notions of social justice and charity models of work are amalgamated in the
messy context of day-to-day practice.

In this chapter, I will focus on unpacking

how social service workers participating in this project speak of negotiating the
daily tensions associated with funding, advocacy, surveillance and multiple sites
and constructions of resistance and acquiescence. I will return to many of these
11 include myself in this practice, and in the category of “worker in a social service agency.”
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conversations in chapter three, where I will think about them in term s of how
workers manage themselves so as to maximize their funding and opportunities by
taking up entrepreneurial selves.

W o rk ers’ P er ce p tio n s o f F u n d in g B e n e fits, T e n sio n s an d L im ita tio n s
Before launching into an analysis of workers’ speech and negotiation of
funding, I will introduce some of the broad and general ways in which workers
discussed the ways they perceive funding benefits, tensions and limitations.
Government funding, funding from other non-profit agencies such as the United
Way, corporate partnerships, and donations, both individual and corporate, are
just a part of the day-to-day conduct of business, according to workers. In their
talk, agency workers did not see a way around obtaining funding through these
organizations, all of them suggesting that the funding their agencies receive “pays
the bills,” (Julia) albeit, “it is never high enough to meet the need,” but
nevertheless “completely enables the program s” (Elizabeth).
financial needs met, however, does not come cheap.

Having one’s

W orkers identified a

num ber of challenges with the receipt of funding, not just associated with the
inadequate am ount received.

They also identified the concerns they had

regarding the political realities of being funded, and the costs in term s of
autonomy and ability to engage in advocacy. These concerns were raised with all
types of funding, but seemed to be particularly present when negotiating
municipality-based dollars.
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Government Funding
Participants working for social service agencies (PWSSA) identified
government funding and the strings attached to government funding as one of
the more problem atic relationships in which they were required to engage.
Elizabeth noted:
In term s of specifics, as you know, the way that services are funded ebbs
and flows with the political will of the day, and I’ve been around long
enough now to see it happen three tim es in three different ways, and it’s
heartbreaking to see the m om entum that can be broken down...
Here Elizabeth describes how political will shapes funding priorities and the
administration of th at funding. This reality can be particularly threatening for
agencies because it means that financial stability is in jeopardy, particularly in
moments of political change and upheaval.

Another participant, Michael,

suggested the same sort of manifestation of political implications on their
funding relationships, but he focuses on the problems that emerge with the
changing faces of the funder’s decision makers:
But the downside of the funding is that the municipality controls the purse
strings, even though the province substantially covers the cost, because
again it’s a joint thing...and it’s at the whim of the [city] staff. So if the
departm ent has a good leader, it’s good. But since I’ve been here there
have been four different leaders, and experiences under each one has been
completely different - negative, positive and otherwise. So th a t’s really
hard when you’re trying to operate consistently, and that person changes
and the control issue comes into play... And then the relationship feels,
regardless of how positive the staff relationship might be, you’re still the
poor cousin, even though you’re the one providing the service. So it feels
like we’re always begging for money, even though they should be begging
us to do the service...[but] it’s about relationships, so we try to approach it
from an amicable perspective.
Michael highlights a num ber of issues in this passage. First, he discusses the
difficulty of planning and undertaking the day-to-day work in his agency when
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Moreover, this instability makes it very difficult to

operate consistently, particularly with respect to long-term planning and capital
projects. Additionally, Michael begins to touch on the role of relationships and
intimacy in regulation. His references to poverty and the unbreakable link of
family blood are rich. Family blood, in particular, speaks to the intimacy of the
relationship between funders and agencies within this community, and
communities like it.

Many of this project’s participants highlighted the

experience of intimacy with funders, particularly with respect to municipal and
community funding.

Having close ties with one’s funder, for example being

located in the same community, or having both a funding and an administrative
relationship with one’s funder makes it more difficult to resist perceived
capricious or unfair decisions. This is not only true because funding is more
precarious, but also because it is typically more difficult to resist when there is a
personal relationship with the funder, when each party can see the hum anity in
the other. Additionally, close relationships draw upon feelings of partnership,
which, while sounding neutral, can depoliticize decisions that have regulatory
effects. While partnerships sound consensual and equal, in reality the power
relations between partners can be quite unbalanced.

Such inequality is often

ignored as parties are drawn into constructing a consensus and it becomes
difficult to resist and oppose in this relationship, thus speaking to the
complexities of local control and funding (Kinsman, 1997: 227).
Michael and Elizabeth also spoke at length about the challenges facing
their agencies with respect to the relationship between their agencies’ funding
and the political will of the day. W orkers’ perception that funding is determined
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by political will seemed to influence feelings of hesitancy when speaking out
against results that they deemed unfair or unjust. W orkers were wary about
resisting when there was a risk of losing funding, support or in the case of one
agency even autonomy from their funder.

Even when they expressed some

concerns with respect to the impact of funding structures on agency stability or
autonomy, workers often identified that speaking out, or challenging a
government funder on their policies, might hurt their ability to survive
financially:
[with respect to being stifled, there’s also] the politics that follow people,
and also the fact that if you throw sand in the face of your funder too many
times they may decide that you’re too m uch trouble. And that’s very real.
(Elizabeth)
This perception shapes the ways in which agencies and their workers constitute
their subjectivities, as well as their modes and techniques of resistance. I will
explore issues of funding insecurity and intimacy with funders in greater depth
towards the end of this chapter.

Donations
Surprisingly, donations came up as less troublesom e for agencies, during
the interviews.

Agency workers seemed to note that there are “less strings

attached” to donations. This reality was not simply because donations did not
make up a substantial proportion of agency funding. Even when donations were
essential to continue day-to-day operations, some workers found that the
dynamics associated with negotiating relationship with donors were much more
manageable than dealing with government agencies. Michael suggested:
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...donations... they’re funds th at we need to operate day to day. So there is
a certain humility and dependence that goes with that...it’s spread across
the map. So it’s not like if somebody pulls out their funding you’re totally
screwed. We don’t get huge donations but generally we have a lot of
people giving, So it helps th at you have that kind of stability, and you
don’t have someone trying to control what you do because they’re holding
the purse strings... But yet again they can’t control you because of their
donations, they just don’t have that kind of power. So you’re not being
driven by a large firm that gives you X am ount of dollars and you don’t
agree with them , or it’s not a casino giving us money, thankfully. That
would really jeopardize what we believe, because things like that aren’t
really, um, the most positive for the community. So that p art’s really cool.
Michael highlights some key issues with respect to private dollars, typically
generated by fundraising drives, and regular private giving. Recent research by
the Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD) has found that private
funding in the form of donations can be useful for organizations as they are often
unrestricted. While government funding makes up the better part of revenues for
social service agencies, roughly 60%, private dollars offer flexibility that
government grants and contributions do not (Scott, 2003). Michael illustrates
that even though a great deal of his agency’s funding comes from transfer
payments from the provincial and municipal governments (in a per diem grant
that is directly related to service numbers), the agency is also reliant on donations
which, as a result of not being concentrated with one donor, are more flexible
than government grants.

Michael’s sense of hum ility with respect to donations,

stands in contrast to a feeling of being a poor cousin to the government funder
earlier in the interview. These two sentim ents, juxtaposed with one another,
offer a complicated look at funder relations. W hereas government grants are
viewed by Michael as an entitlement, a responsibility of government, private
donations are viewed as a gift relationship which (in this case individual citizens)
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offer support to the agency in generosity. The nature of this gift relationship
might shift if the donor was a large m ultinational corporation, but potentially not
since connections are often not made between the lobby efforts of corporations to
reduce the welfare state, and their meager donations to social service agencies.
The “myth of the good corporate citizen” still holds the public imagination today
(Dobbin, 1997), despite the reality that the good citizenship of the corporation is
often very much tied to efforts to “maximize positive corporate exposure” and
increase customer loyalty (Scott, 2003:25).
Additionally, some participants working for social service agencies
identified that since individual donors are often members of the community
particularly committed to the cause of the agency, they often find it easier to
convince donors that their operations and program s are worthwhile. Because the
donations were often smaller in size but spread out over a larger group of people,
no single person controls the purse strings of agencies, which allows them to take
more risks if necessary.
Occasionally, however, some PWSSAs noted that the anonymous face of
government makes it easier to agitate for more funding, especially when the
board of directors is m ade up of donors and supporters:
W hat’s difficult is to make long-term commitments to program s because
all of the funding is very tenuous at best... there’s a lack of stability in the
funding... It’s much better when you can yell at the government or
something. The board of directors doesn’t really like it when I yell.
(Laughs). Been there, done that, paid the price. Okay I’ll take another pay
cut. (Michael)
Although some PWSSAs expressed concerns regarding offending donors and
community members, and discussed moves that their agency and workers made
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m ost participants found the

donor/agency relationship to be easier to negotiate, manage and felt more secure
in taking steps to further their advocacy with respect to their cause.

F u n d in g a n d C ontrol
Most PWSSAs expressed frustration in the level of control they perceived
that their funders had over their agency’s activities. This control and discipline is
exercised in both subtle and overt ways.

Participants told stories of funders

telling them not to go to the media about an issue, being directed by Boards not
to take action against an injustice because it might threaten their funding, and
more generally, being discouraged to speak out on anything without approval
from various individuals/bodies, and being m onitored by other community
agencies and organizations.
empowering/encouraging

These measures were often constructed as

agencies

to

be

accountable,

although

workers

identified th at funders themselves often acted in unaccountable ways. Although
some participants broadly identified these themes, in the following sections I will
draw exclusively on Elizabeth’s experiences regarding funding and control to
offer texture to the ways in which intim acy and local funding control impact her
and her agency.

Too Close f o r Comfort
In this section, I explore some terrain I have already touched upon, but I
would like to provide more texture to it. A num ber of workers suggested th at the
closer to hom e the funding body is, the more difficult it is to feel secure and
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autonomous in agency operations. Workers suggested that they felt “watched”
more often and more intensely by municipal and community funders. Elizabeth
discussed her frustration with municipal downloading, especially as it affects the
autonomy and stability of community agencies:
W hen the Feds funded the [support fund] and the funding ran out, you
could scream blue murder. You could knock down [the MP’s] door, you
could carry placards, you could do anything you wanted because it’s at an
arms length from you, because the funding is coming through on behalf of
the entire nation... In the old days when we were funded by the province,
we could have a battle with anyone locally, and we could butt heads, but it
didn’t affect our ability to exist. It didn’t affect our ability to do the
im portant work that we spent so long building up doing, that we could
see... So I can’t emphasize enough the importance of m aintaining those
relationships at whatever cost.
Here, Elizabeth speaks about the tensions of m aintaining relationships with
funders and partners when funding is administered locally. She outlines how
negotiating relationships (and even fighting a battle locally) was not as difficult
when funding was adm inistered at an arm s-length from the community agency.
In this way, surprisingly, it is of little benefit to have a funder th at is a part of the
community. It seems th at local funding bodies and local funding arrangem ents
have the potential to seriously damage the ability of agencies to engage in
advocacy.

While this might be a result of municipal funders feeling m ore

vulnerable than provincial or federal funding agencies, or a lack of experience on
the part of staff and councillors, or even just the experience in this particular
community, it is interesting that at a time where community advocates often
agitate for more community control over services and resources, there are
challenges that accompany these arrangements:
So if the theory was that, on the local level, people would be m ore
connected in their planning, in their service delivery, I don't see it
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happening. It's worse, way worse. I haven't had occasion to speak to or
meet with either director of either [community agency] in the last year.
They m eet with the city, nobody else as far as I know. Neither of them sit
on [the municipal committee that deals with our common issue]. I don't
know about provincial conferences on the issue that we work on here,
when they're being held, so... I haven't seen the culm ination of these
cycles, if it ever ends or if it just keeps cycling. (Elizabeth)
Here Elizabeth speaks directly to the idea that local control is the idyllic, left-wing
answer to the problems of centralized state control (Rice and Prince, 2000).
Unfortunately, despite the rhetoric of the possibilities of local control, the reality
has not met expectations. Not only does negotiating with funders closer to home
make agency workers feel more closely surveilled, it also does not seem to bring
the benefits associated with having m ore local arrangem ents or community
control over funding.

Some participants working for social service agencies

expressed frustration over these new arrangements.

W hat downloading

responsibilities to the municipal government has achieved is the possibility of
closer, more efficient m anagem ent techniques, with m ore points of intersection
in the network of power.

Here again we see the contradictions between the

idealized, romanticized hope for local control and its realities. State control is
typically imagined as dangerous because it is impersonal, but conversely this
research demonstrates that in many ways, for these participants, intimacy is depoliticizing. Particularly notable are Elizabeth’s comments, which indicate that
when funding bodies are “too close for comfort” she feels unable to hide in the
anonymity that the city has provided people within the m odern state and, as a
result, feels heavily surveilled.
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Framing Accountability: Funders and Agencies
A num ber of participants identified that there are many funders that are
simply not accountable by their own standards. Accountability is often conflated
with becoming “state-like” in organizational structure, orientation and behaviour
through accounting practices and reporting procedures (Anheier, Toepler and
Sokolowski, 1997).

Often it takes the shape, to the benefit of neo-liberal

governance, of a business and a (as much as possible) comprehensive
bureaucracy (Alexander, Nank and Stivers, 1999). Elizabeth expressed frustration
with the double standard that the funding body seemed to take with her agency,
and her inability to fight back:
So what enables [the funder] to have that power? ... If [the m anager of the
funder] told [the other agencies they fund] not to come to the meeting,
they didn't come... So on the bigger level w hat is all that? All that is an
erosion of accountability. [This committee] is supposed to be representing
the community as a whole to City Council...So how does staff of an
organization refuse to support a committee of that organization? How
does that happen? How do people get away with that? But it does... It
happens because we're too afraid to go over his or her head, you wouldn't
dare. The theory is th at you can go to your City Council that everyone can;
well as a small not-for-profit or even a good-sized not-for-profit you won't
be doing that more than once or twice. And they will have to take a side —
either your side or the side of their staff person. Once they do that the
relationship is irrevocably broken down.
Here Elizabeth illustrates that it is difficult for her to hold her funder, the City, to
account because she is afraid that it will hurt her relationship with her funder.
She discusses how the funder is instructing other agencies not to attend a
community meeting, and she considers this to be a questionable practice for
which there is no mechanism to hold them to account. Therefore, while the
relationship between government and non-profit organizations is supposedly
influenced by “traditional public sector values of accountability, stability,
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responsiveness to clients and community and serving the public interest” (Scott,
2003:8) she seems skeptical th at these expectations were located on both sides of
the relationship. Elizabeth and her agency co-workers dealt with dealt with their
funder controlling their ability to speak with their elected officials by regulating
their own practices. At other points in the interview, Elizabeth suggested that she
was willing to make concessions in term s of political agitation to m aintain
relationships and funding so that her agency continues its ability to provide
services to clients. To her, continuity and stability of service is directly linked to
her accountability to her clients. The other participants working for social service
agencies articulated similar sentim ents regarding accountability. They were
generally supportive of funders who placed emphasis on accountability, efficiency
and innovation, but were frustrated that such expectations were not also hoisted
upon funding bodies themselves (Scott, 2003).

Accountability to the Agency: Obedience and Technologies o f the S elf
Agency workers also spoke of the challenges of working within a context of
governance in which they m onitor themselves. Foucault speaks of technologies
of the self and the mode of the confessional as bound up together in a particular
constitution of the self. Here he explains obedience and deference:
Here, obedience is complete control of behavior by the master, not a final
autonomous state. It is the sacrifice of the self, of the subject's own will.
This is the new technology of the self. The m onk m ust have permission of
his director to do anything, even die. Everything he does without
permission is stealing; there is not a single m om ent when the monk can be
autonomous. Even when he becomes the director himself, he m ust retain
the spirit of obedience. He m ust keep the spirit of obedience as a
perm anent sacrifice of the complete control of his behavior by the m aster.
The self m ust constitute itself through obedience (Foucault, 1982:165).
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In conversation with agency workers, I was struck with the consistent deference
to the authority of the board of directors an d /o r m anagement.

When asked if

they would speak out against something that was unfair, all of the participants
working for social service agencies said, at one tim e or another, that they would
have to request the permission of the board before taking any action. While we
can think about this deference as structurally instituted, this explanation is
incomplete. Foucault’s conception of the technologies of the self “which perm it
individuals to affect by their own means, or with the help of others, certain
num ber of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and a
way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of
happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or imm ortality” (Foucault, 1982) offer us a
way to think about how agency workers conduct themselves in obedience to
authority. These theories offer a way into thinking about the interplay between
the structural relations that shape one’s ability to act autonomously and how
workers who we imagine to be relatively autonomous workers, often holding high
positions of authority, place themselves in positions where they seem to have
little control over their movements. I suggest that this relinquishing of control is
an apparition because, in fact, since these techniques are taken up “freely” by
workers as the constitution of their selves, they are “controlling” their own
conduct. They have other options, though clearly they are not without severe
consequences:
But if [the ED] doesn’t want it to go public, or if the board doesn’t want to
go anywhere, th at’s their right, then obviously it won’t. Or it will and you
won’t do it again, you won’t be around. I have a feeling that if you went to
the press you won’t get a chance to do it again. (Elizabeth)
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There are m ultiple ways to understand this statement. First, Elizabeth speaks
about going to the media without perm ission, and what types of consequences
might be associated with such an action.

As a result, we can think about

mitigating one’s risk in term s of m aintaining employment. Therefore part of the
reason she asks permission and is obedient is to m aintain her employment.
Second, we can think about this statem ent and others like it revealing a
commitment to doing one’s duty, to obeying orders, to performing optimally at
one’s job (Arendt, 1963). Most often, both of these desires and fears are at play.
In fact, they serve to reinforce one another. Earlier in the conversation Elizabeth
stated:
I think people understand that they can’t make a public statem ent without
the blessing of the organization or board. You can’t go to the press. That’s
done by the ED or the President of Board. It would be chaos if you did it
any other way.
The optimal place of employment is not one that is in chaos. Chaos is fearful and
dangerous because it cannot be tightly managed and controlled, and controlling
crisis is essential to understandings of the professional.

W hat this worker

discusses is acting in a responsible way that prevents chaos in one’s organization.
She speaks of knowing one’s boundaries and responsibilities and conducting
oneself accordingly. This constitution is consistent with a capitalization of the
self, of being a “good” worker who does the best job that she can, which in this
case means respecting the policies and roles within the organization. The worker
is not simply repressed into a narrow responsible self; she also takes up these
subjectivities in productively, behaving in ways that are consistent with
professional and responsible conduct.

Elizabeth later discusses that chaos
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threatens the stability of her agency, which thereby threatens services to clients.
Maintaining essential services is a third way to understand obtaining the
“blessing of the Board.”

Here Elizabeth seeks to act professionally and

responsibly to m aintain continuous and high quality services for clients, which is
an im portant part of her professional ethic.

In chapter three, I will discuss

further how one can read this type of conduct as part of an entrepreneurial
constitution of the self and w hat this interpretation means for the regulation of
social service agencies.
Before I close this section, I do want to make clear that these workers are
doing the best that they can - or imagine that they can circumstances.

under the

As people working in the social services, they are under

enormous amounts of stress, and negotiate regular demands and pressures from
numerous points of contact.

Often their conduct is demonstrative of the

constrained circumstances in which they are acting, and not necessarily
representative of their values. While the movements and deference of service
providers can be understood in problematized ways, it is also difficult, if not
impossible, to break these forms of conduct. I will explore some of the ways in
which resistance is shaped and managed in chapter four, but I will also look at
new understandings of resistance and some hopeful possibilities for engagement.

In stab ility, F ear an d B ein g S ilen ced
One of the predom inant themes identified by workers was a feeling of
insecurity and fear, which resulted in workers feeling silenced by these
constrictions and realities.

Workers suggested that the cost of maintaining
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relationships that were necessary to continue receiving the level of funding to
which they are accustomed (or even the cost of losing some bu t not all of their
funding) is sacrificing some of th e advocacy and activism th at they would like to
engage in as agencies and workers. Workers told stories of both subtle and overt
coercion to keep quiet about w hat they perceived to be injustices.

Two, in

particular, identified their m ain funder as the reason for which they felt that they
could not speak out against what they perceived to be within their m andate and
purpose:
It was a funder. It was a political issue in term s of not wanting us to speak
because it’s supposed to look as though we’re cohesive, when in fact we are
individuals. To be fair we have less of that problem because we’re an
independent charity. W e’re not like a transfer agency, which tends to be
fairly closely tied to a political body. W hether municipally, provincially, or
federally. But it has happened... So the board has the ultim ate say, in spite
of the funders. So what happened in the case here was that we proceeded
to say what we felt we needed to say, and to try to stay true to what we’re
here for, which is a bit frightening... [Researcher: And how did you feel
about that?] I gulped. Although also angry, to be put in that position
when again because I think we don’t like to jum p on a bandwagon, we like
to have information and approach it from an amicable space. (Michael)

Michael imagines his agency as m ore at an arms length from government than a
transfer agency, which receives direct funding grants from government, and has a
specific intimate governance relationship with government funders. However,
here again he outlines some them es of closeness and intim acy with one’s funder.
The personal nature of these relationships seems central to the weight of
restriction, the perceived inability to resist, and the need for social niceties. It is
sometimes easier to resist when we imagine ourselves to be unknown and
anonymous. His comments speak to the ways in which local control has a double
meaning, and this m irrors some of his and Elizabeth’s comments with respect to
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the difficulty of negotiating close relationships with funders. I will investigate
this in more depth later in this chapter.

Here, however, his comments also

demonstrate how agencies, anticipating this m anner of regulation or reaction
from the funder, take up their own regulation, choosing to act in particular ways
to avoid sanctions. Elizabeth also spoke extensively of this experience and the
ways in which her agency avoids confrontation and sanctions from one of its
funders:
So because of the way funding is m ade available to municipalities [via the
80% provincial:20% municipal funding split], it makes it almost
impossible for the people that are in charge of the management of those
departments not to want to increase their funding base and therefore their
staff levels and in my opinion their power in the municipality... all across
the province [agencies like mine] are disappearing they're getting
amalgamated, they’re becoming municipal services... The municipality can
do anything they want...The end result of downloading is that we're not
independent from all of the other goals of the municipality, or all of the
other... We couldn't possibly go to the [paper] and do a story about
discretionary benefits and how they used to be allocated in certain way and
now they're allocated this way, just as an example, we couldn't do that. If
we did that we would not have any relationship whatsoever with our
funder. And...that's not a good thing... So while certain organizations that
are possibly more grassroots and might feel that we should do that sort of
thing, they don't understand the reality of the fact th at we wouldn't be here
if we did those things.
Part of the concern of agencies is that whatever they say will be used against them
the next time they request funding or the next time their budget is up for review.
Additionally, it suggests that nonprofit survival strategies might be implicated in
a decline in participation in civil society, as a result of nonprofits’ reluctance to
speak out against funders or the municipality to m aintain relationships and
funding (Alexander, Nank and Stivers, 1999). Although some people attribute
the decline in civic participation by government funded agencies to rules
restricting an agency’s advocacy activities to 10 percent of its budget (Julia),
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implicit concerns about loss of funding also restrict agency’s advocacy efforts.
This perception m irrors concerns expressed by agencies across the country in the
CCSD’s Funding M atters report, where agencies discussed the constraints placed
on them by funding bodies (Scott, 2003). This anxiety is not unfounded, since
m ost of the PWSSAs interviewed have seen massive cuts to their budgets and
operations in recent years, specifically in the late 1990s and early 2000s when the
Conservative Party, led by former prem ier Mike Harris, was in power in Ontario.
On the other hand, the regulatory effects of this fear in response to what
workers consider to be institutional power, shapes the ways in which workers act
and the bounds they place on themselves.

W orkers expressed hesitancies in

joining coalitions, particularly coalitions form ed partially by organizations that
had been confrontational with the workers interviewed, in the past:
...there’s been some community advocacy, and it’s easier for some groups
to do that than others, even if they w anted to. Here in my organization I
wouldn’t be allowed to, we don’t do direct action. Secondly, we might have
to get in bed with some organizations that in the past have caused us some
significant difficulty and we never know when we might do that again,
much as we respect their work. Finally, our funders would have an
absolute fit. (Elizabeth)
Elizabeth highlights here some concerns she has about coalition work and funder
reactions to any type of direct action advocacy she and her agency might want to
undertake. At the sam e time, she indicates that she understands that community
advocacy (including direct action) can have a significant impact in shifting public
policy. Throughout the interview she also indicated that her agency has, in the
past, taken action to address imbalances in funding, particularly with respect to
their support fund. In this way, there is a disjuncture in her negotiation of her
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wishes to engage in active resistance, while at the same tim e understanding the
possible implications of any sort of activism.
Elizabeth also articulates some hesitancy with getting involved in
community organizing.

W hat is interesting about this statem ent is that she

suggests multiple reasons for not getting involved, but later in our interview, she
identifies that there are campaigns in which her agency has been involved.
Throughout all of the interviews, it became clear that participants working for
social service agencies (PWSSAs) endeavor to be as strategic as possible in
negotiating tensions with respect to their funding, which shapes their daily reality
and engagement. In the situation above, the participant is discussing a campaign
that targeted one of her agency’s main funders. It seems that the intim acy of the
target of the advocacy can be just as risky as the issue at hand, the coalition
partners, or the tactics used.
W hat struck me during the interviews was the extent to which workers
identified the proximity of the funder to the agency as impacting their autonomy
or ability to resist. Elizabeth noted:
The more arm 's-length it is from the community it serves, the more
independent and probably effective it is, and it can be in term s of
implementing policy...But if you're silenced by the dependence on local
authorities to continue to keep your doors open, and, you know, people
would not like to hear it but that really is the end result...It seems like the
closer you get to home, the less easy it is to do that. Perhaps the more
precarious their positions are affects the way they interact. But I couldn't
see going into a director of a municipality and demanding that they end a
program that they said they were going to end, and then living to say it
another day.
In the face of this fear and instability, workers govern themselves to manage risk,
to themselves, to their professional reputations, and to their agencies.
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Surveillance and panoptic observation operates differently than previously
conceptualized.

I argue that subjects are instead constituted through a

normalizing gaze of the disciplines, and are engaged in the productive exercise of
power over the self (Foucault, 1979).

Workers engage in techniques of self-

preservation, modifying their behaviour and their interactions with others in
order, in their view, to minimize the effects of regulation from an external source.
This means that workers are often careful what they say, particularly in the name
of the agency, and the actions that they take that are out of the bounds of direct,
individual advocacy, the types of activities that one might associate with activism.
Additionally, there are a num ber of ways that participants work to maximize the
effects of regulation, for example, seeing caution around what they say as
symbols of professionalism, effectiveness, accountability, and playing like a
friendly neighbour. In this way, direct control by the funding body is no longer
necessary, and instead governance is productive of particular modes of being a
“professional.” W orkers take up particular subjectivities and self-governance in
the interest of the advanced liberal society, and discipline is only deployed when
techniques of governmentality are not effective or efficient (Rose, 1999).

D ecen tra lizin g S u rv eilla n ce
In the section entitled “Funding and Control,” I examined, through
Elizabeth’s experiences, some of the ways in which agency workers are surveyed
by their boards of directors. Agencies are not only m onitored by their boards,
their funders and the public at large, they are also m onitored by external
agencies, advocacy groups and organizations. Michael expressed his frustration
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at feeling watched not only by the main funder of his agency, but also other
community groups, th at probably themselves experience the same monitoring:
Just in term s of questioning our decision making for service delivery.
Accusations about why we do w hat we do... people jum p to conclusions
that are unfair. So they will m onitor our activities pertaining to a specific
client or specific staff person. So I’ve had to jum p in and say, I’ve looked
into this and this person is being treated unfairly by you. So if it pertains
to a funder or this other agency, telling them to back off, [the staff person]
not acting unilaterally or outside of our mandate. (Michael)
This comment is interesting because it speaks to the isolating effects of
monitoring and surveillance.

Certainly the ability of agencies and advocacy

organizations to be a watchdog for the interests of clients is im portant, but these
types of moves can also build m istrust and the inability to work together for
common goals. Many of the participants expressed frustration with not being
able to work with certain groups, as much as they “respect their work” (Elizabeth)
or have common interests.
What this statem ent also indicates is that surveillance is not centralized,
but is, rather, networked. This understanding of surveillance as operating in a
web-like, decentralized fashion, is borrowed from Deleuze and Guatteri’s notions
of rhizomes.

Deleuze and Guattari speak of the notion that control is not

centralized but rather is varied and fractured (1987). When watchdog agencies
act of behalf of clients and survey shelters or housing agencies, they are not
acting on behalf of the state, and the Social Services Department is not
coordinating them. In fact, they may be watching social services concurrently.
While their efforts are felt by agencies as part of a seemingly wider network of
surveillance, funders or the state who might also be surveying the agencies, do
not centrally coordinate their interests or actions. Therefore, they belong to a
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network of surveillance without a centralized structure. This surveillance shapes
the moves of agencies in particular ways, inducing them to self-govern and
regulate the conduct their actions and movement.

Moreover, viewing these

moves as part of a network of power helps us to understand that although groups
may not be allied with one another, their actions taken together might have
similar effects on the same subject, generating the disciplinary practices that
subjects need to exercise power over themselves (Foucault, 1991; Hier, 2003).

Surveillance w ithin the Agency
Some

control

and

surveillance

often

takes

the

form

of subtle

discouragement of questioning policies and politics. Here, Julia discusses her
experiences of being subtly silenced, with an undercurrent of ageism and sexism:
At [one agency] I used to get shut down if I tried to bring up issues
internally. People would look at me like I was crazy, or a naive little girl.
But I was never instructed not to say anything publicly. Although I never
tried to, I knew that I shouldn’t do that, so they didn’t have to instruct me,
because I always knew that if I said certain things I’d be in big trouble.
Researcher: So it was subtle?
Participant: Yeah, yeah, very subtle. Never overtly I guess, would be the
way to put it. But, yeah.
This subtle discouragement from questioning the agency or its public image was
compounded by a fear that Julia’s comments could be misconstrued as a position
of the agency. While Julia had empathy for the agency’s position and resultant
staff treatm ent, she could not continue to work for the agency:
The other thing about the [agency] is such a huge agency that you really do
have to be careful, just because if people hear you say something they
think of that being the agency, instead of ju st a reflection on you and that
could have negative consequences just because of how things could be
twisted. And you know the [agency’s] funders are the community, so you
have to be careful about not offending them. So on the one hand I
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understand it but on the other hand I couldn’t continue to work there
because of it.
It is clear that m any workers are encouraged by agencies, in many cases subtly, to
take up particular understandings of proper engagement. As non-profit agencies
look more and more like their for-profit and corporate counterparts, corporate
ideologies begin to further influence non-profit notions of professional conduct
(Fook, 2000; Frost, 2001). This understanding of the appropriate public image is
essential in the ways that agencies “m arket” themselves, and gain public support,
often through a shift in presentation, and sometimes even in demonstrative
values (Cain, 1993; Cain, 1994).

Using notions of professionalism and

professional conduct, workers are encouraged to govern themselves in ways
deemed appropriate and professional.

Some of the participants discussed the

desire to appear professional in their conduct and actions, and particularly
identified th at this was the behaviour expected from their agencies and their
funders. This notion of professionalism, however, is not unproblematic. Typically
it assumes tightly managed conduct in the interest of capitalizing on oneself
(Rose, 1999). Professionalism requires a certain restriction of oneself. It means
not “blowing up” when bearing witness to an injustice, carefully considering all
sides of a conflict (Michael), and often not taking part in activities that might h u rt
one’s reputation or the reputation of one’s agency. Julia speaks directly to this
when she notes that she “worries about [her] reputation professionally...[and she
doesn’t] want to speak out about issues because [she] gets too emotional about
them .”

This new professional self is non-emotional, without passion,

bureaucratic, masculine and apolitical (Ferguson, 1984). Therefore, notions of
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professionalism and techniques th at reinscribe certain modes of conduct in an
agency are used to govern and surveil workers, particularly when these
techniques are used to mitigate risks to loss or shifts in funding, we can see that
the funding shapes the realities of agencies with the use of m ultiform tactics and
a web of influence (Foucault, 1991).
Statistics as a Technique o f G overnm entality
A few of the participants discussed having to produce statistics for the
purposes of “being accountable” to funders. Often this reporting is onerous, and
most participants complained of the staff resources it requires to deliver service
statistics and progress reports regularly and accurately to funders. While the
sheer time and resources required for such activities is challenging, the
importance of statistics is key to the function of governmentality in the advanced
liberal society.

Foucault speaks of “multiform tactics” in his piece on

Governmentality, and one im portant tactic is the use of statistics, which reveal
that “population has its own regularities, its own rate” (Foucault, 1991:99).
Moreover,

these

statistics

can

be

used

not

only

to

govern

through

power/knowledge, but also to encourage workers in agencies to take up particular
subjectivities.

These technologies set particular “standards”, and encourage

perpetual reflection on the num bers.

Agency and worker moves are often

determ ined by funding realities, and reflections on statistics can rapidly revise an
agency’s direction, shape perspectives on client needs, and redirect priorities.
Moreover, anxiety around funding losses and moves can quickly spread
“advocacy chill.”
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Participants working for social service agencies spoke of the importance of
statistics to their work, particularly with respect to how they shape agency
funding. They noted that the Ministry determines how statistics are collected,
processed and what they m ean in term s of funding and accountability.

In

addition to strict direction, the Ministry requires these statistics on a regular
basis, and often the collection of statistics, and what they reveal, determine
agency direction:
The Ministry is only concerned with statistics.
Our funding and
accountability is related to clear direction on what we have to do [from the
Ministry]. (Marie)
And:
...in a lot of ways it just m eans that we have to be professional. Not that we
wouldn’t be but with decisions that we make we have to think, “is this
going to impact our funding?” because the bottom line is that if it does, it
impacts the clients...So we’re always thinking about that kind of stuff. And
the Ministry decides how we do our stats to make us accountable for how
we spend our funds. (Julia)
These statem ents about the M inistry/funding/statistic/advocacy relationship
seem to suggest a top down operation of power, and a straightforward
relationship between the funder and the agency - the funder determines the
term s of the relationship, sets out guidelines, measures, benchmarks, and
timelines, then the agency complies. In this telling of the story, power seems to
be operating in a linear, hierarchical way, and the effect of these mechanisms is
for the agency and its workers to be compliant with Ministry demands. The shift
to new funding mechanisms (from core funding to contract and program
funding) also exacerbates these tensions and feelings of top-down control by
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funders. Certainly this narrative is one which is pervasive, and is one way that
workers make sense of the demands placed upon them by funders.
As a result of this narrative, any help with the onerous delivery of statistics
is welcome and appreciated. Elizabeth spoke highly of the generosity of one forprofit funder and their donation of a very expensive data tracking system that
would help the agency produce statistics more efficiently:
The reporting required for these funds is crippling because every funder
has its own reporting requirements, and this was taking us up to 3 days a
month just in reporting. And we didn’t keep very good records. We
couldn’t participate in social planning, because we do know a lot of stuff,
but we couldn’t extract it from our database. They came along with their
professionalism, and their capacity, they becam e really involved with the
work we do, and they provided all or more th at we could have ever
dreamed of. They had some self-interest in it because they are trying to
sell the system to other centers, but for us they did it for nothing. And now
we have a system that would have cost us [thousands of dollars]. And it is
leaps and bounds over the 3 systems we had before. It improves our
capacity to keep records immensely, and helps us to be accountable to the
funders. So that was a novel experience. I m ean they had to come in and
learn our work, they had to translate that into program m ing codes, we had
to test, implement, tweak, document. And th at was all provided by a forprofit funder.
Elizabeth discusses the generosity of a for-profit funder who developed statistical
software for her agency. While such support certainly seems generous, and may
be coming from benign intentions, it also has the effect of further entrenching
surveillance systems in the work of the agency.

Additionally, the ability to

process statistics more efficiently also helps agencies and workers to take up
active subjectivities th at reflect continually upon the num bers, what they m ean in
term s of trends, and what kinds of implications they have upon the practice of
workers and the moves of the agency. Therefore, regardless of the intentions of
the players involved, these movements result in the reinscription of certain
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modes of conduct, valuing certain stances over others, and finally shaping
priorities in particular ways. W ith the application of statistics as a technique of
governmentality, “strong-arm ” tactics of funders become less im portant; instead
agencies and workers govern their conduct by the num bers - creating more
efficient processes, re-evaluating their policies, finding ways to do more with less.
For example, if the statistics are showing that a particular pocket of the agency’s
target population is being underserved, workers will endeavour to shift their
priorities to meet those demands.

The funder no longer needs to direct the

priorities; agencies will move their priorities on their own pre-emptively. This
form of regulation changes the work, and meaningful work necessarily becomes
that which is quantifiable.

W hat it creates is workers and systems who are

effective at the management and representation of data, particularly numerical
data and this shapes daily practices - it not only shapes time, it also priorities
and practices. Numbers and statistics can be thought of “fostering detachm ent
from feeling, passions and tumults... Numeracy [is] an element in the ethical
technologies that would...produce a certain kind of disciplined subjectivity”
(Rose, 1999:225). In this way, funding and its associated techniques shape an
active construction of the self, the details of which I will speak more about in
chapter three.
In this chapter, I began to trace some of the key issues facing and shaping
the conduct of participants working in social service agencies, and attem pted to
carve out some themes for further investigation in subsequent chapters. In
particular, I focused on how the intimacy of the funders, their flexibility, their
notion of accountability and their insatiable desire for statistics work to regulate
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workers. At the same time, I highlighted the ways in which workers regulate
themselves not to challenge funders for fear th at their services will but disrupted
or lost. The ways in which people construct their subjectivities strikes at the
heart of issues around capitalization of the self and modes and terrains of
resistance. W hat I find most interesting about the reflections of participants
during this project is the ways in which power operates in their lives.
Participants working for social service agencies seem to take up subjectivities of
professionalism,

responsibility,

accountability,

service

provision

and

de

politicized understandings of engaging in relationship with funders, to both
minimize and maximize the effects of regulation from external sources. These
moves both open up and restrict possibilities for resistance, and I will explore the
complexities of these realities in the following chapters. In chapter 2 , 1 will focus
specifically on the experiences of people living on social assistance, with
particular attention to the ways in which funding and control operate in their
lives. In chapters 3 and 4 I will map the intersections between the experiences of
people living on social assistance and people working in social service agencies,
with explicit attention to active citizenship and resistance.
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CHAPTER TWO
PEOPLE LIVING ON SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Like social service agency workers, people living on social assistance are
confronted with m ultiple tensions with respect to their source of income. To
illustrate a consistency in thematics, I have used a similar framework between the
two groups for discussion, and will be looking specifically at the ways in which
each group is constructed by the techniques of the advanced liberal society. Here
I will use notions of discipline, control, surveillance and conduct to investigate
the ways in which individuals accessing social assistance are encouraged to
govern themselves using efficient methods.

W hat is most striking about the

relationship between the ways in which social service agency workers and people
accessing social assistance negotiate challenges is not simply the ways in which
the funding/incom e is monitored and constrained, but also the ways in which
each participant is encouraged to constitute themselves as self governing
subjects.
Throughout conversations with participants it became clear this group of
people living on social assistance constitute their resistance in subversive ways,
similar to people working in social service agencies, but with one crucial
difference: they often named their resistance as a difference in values from the
dictates of the social assistance office. The people living on social assistance
named values such as “survival”, honesty and protecting those individuals close
to them as the justification for subversion. This is in contrast to social service
agency workers who used language of professionalism, responsibility, helping
and protecting services for clients.

While m ost participants living on social
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assistance constructed the active self as a subject they value, they also situated
care, familial ties and survival as values worth resisting for, and their resistance
took the form of everyday movements to disrupt and fragment institutional
values. Collectively, their movements constituted fragm ented collectivities: their
resistances and identities do not look like traditional social movements, but are
potentially new and useful future modes of resistance (Gilliom, 1999). As Gilliom
suggests, “everyday tactics of evasion, subterfuge, and concealment, then, may
very well become a defining form of politics in the surveillance” (1999:101). For
this reason, I will shift my focus in this chapter from simply a search for
continuities between social service agency workers and people living on social
assistance, to a more in-depth look at how the participants who were living on
social assistance constituted their experiences and resistances.

This shift will

lead into a look at the different moves that both groups make to resist against
perceived injustices, and will give us a way to think about useful possibilities for
future social movements, be they traditional collective movements or newer,
fragm ented collectivities.

P e r c e p tio n s o f P eo p le L iving o n S o c ia l A ssista n ce: T e n sio n s, B e n e fits
a n d L im ita tio n s
For people living on social assistance (PLSAs), welfare income is a
necessary trouble. Most were relieved to have access to welfare in cases where
otherwise they would have no income. Similar to social service agency workers,
PLSAs considered their source of income to be a necessity, a bottom line
arrangem ent. While it is not sufficient for paying the bills, the little bit of money
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coming in helps meet some basic needs (if not all of them ). At the same time,
because the income from welfare is so meager, many participants were angry that
they were, even with benefits, unable to keep a roof over their heads, and one
participant, Sarah, even took herself off welfare because she felt that the
surveillance and discipline associated with being on Ontario Works far
outweighed any little am ount of income she received from them .

More

specifically, she found that piecemeal employment and $10 haircuts here and
there (she is a licensed hairdresser) provided more stability for her and her
family than welfare.
Even though most people living on social assistance consider welfare to be
a bottom line arrangem ent, and better than no income at all, m ost expressed
anger at the strings, surveillance and stigma attached to receiving welfare.
Participants expressed feeling violated by a system which they felt is only set up
to help agencies and “the system,” not them as people requiring support. Some
common themes came out of our discussions of these experiences, and I will
explore these in depth throughout this chapter.

There are num erous studies

outlining pitifully low welfare rates, and how these rates do not even approach
the am ount of money an individual or family would need to meet their basic
needs (Hurtig, 1999; Lee, 2002; Oliphant and Slosser, 2003). This chapter does
not focus on a quantitative look at poverty, or the particular poverty of
individuals and families living on welfare. Instead I will examine the ways in
which people living on welfare experience their daily negotiations with “the
system,” specifically with respect to the ways in which they understand their
places within that system of power relations.
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Stigma, Shame, Prejudice and Self-Esteem
While a num ber of social service agency workers discussed the negative
impacts of always feeling as though one is begging for money, the stigma
associated with funding operates differently for people working in social service
agencies than people living on social assistance. Social service agency workers do
not face the same stigma regarding where they get their money, although they
might experience some related stigma as a result of the work they do and the
clients with whom they work (Lundy, 2004). Workers, however, can protect
themselves from that stigma and sham e with their education, employment and
relative socio-economic position in a way that people accessing assistance cannot.
PLSAs discussed feelings of shame when first having to turn to welfare:
Well, when I first realized that I was going to have to turn to social
assistance to keep a roof over my head, I was appalled; I was ashamed, I
was horrified. I, never before in my life, with the exception of employment
insurance, had to turn to anyone for funding. I had been employed for
most of my life, and the stigma surrounding it, I was biased as most other
people are... So it’s limited my social contacts because even my m other
thinks I’m a loser because I’m on welfare, despite the fact that I worked
from the time I was 18 on (Robin).
Often it is welfare workers who perpetuate this shame. Pamela spoke of the way
in which her son was treated by a worker, “...one worker said to my son [who is
also receiving assistance] that this is coming out of our pockets, out of taxpayers’
pockets.”

Here she touches on shame of not being treated with dignity by a

welfare worker1. A large part of why this is shaming is that accessing income
assistance has shifted from a right of citizenship, albeit insecure, to an act of
1For the purposes of this project, welfare workers and workers in social service agencies are not
the same type of worker. Welfare workers are people working at ODSP or Ontario Works. They
are directly employed by government. Social service agency workers work for non-profit agencies
funded partially by government, but are not government workers. I did not interview welfare
workers for this project.
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charity. The welfare worker suggested that taxpayers are doing Pamela’s son a
favour by “supporting him .” This com m ent shapes Pamela’s son as a passive
recipient of welfare, not a citizen who has a right to income assistance because he
is either having difficulty obtaining wage labour, or is busy working in his
community w ithout receiving a wage. The language of dependence here removes
Pamela’s son’s right to dignity and respect, which reinforces the shame and
stigma of living on social assistance.
Lindsay expressed similar frustrations, suggesting that welfare workers
often treat PLSAs as if they have little right to their feelings, “they say rude things
to you... They don’t care if they hurt your feelings or nothing.” Her comment
points to a them e that I will speak to more fully in chapter three, that social
service agency workers come to discipline their “clients” into seeing themselves
differently. By reinforcing a particular notion of productivity (one which is tied
to wage labour, regardless of how pitiful the wages) welfare workers encourage
people living on social assistance to take up subjectivities of the entrepreneurial
self - one who values labour for a wage over other types of productive activities,
for example contributing to one’s community or caring for family members.
Additionally, individuals do not simply have the obligation to undertake these
notions of personhood, they have the freedom to do so - individuals have the
freedom to pursue wage labour (regardless of potential barriers to doing so) and
having been accorded the freedom to do so, they also have the responsibility to
take up this understanding of the self. In this way, power relations between the
welfare worker and the person receiving social assistance are not simply about
disciplining individuals into taking up certain notions of the self, they are also
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they create, shape and utilize hum an beings as subjects,

autonomous subjects that can be shaped using certain “strategies, techniques and
procedures of regulation” (Rose, 1996:152).
Welfare workers are not alone in perpetuating stereotypes about people,
and using this technique to shape individuals living on social assistance. Sarah
suggested that the political system plays a big part in perpetuating stereotypes
about welfare:
That would have to be the other real hard h it I think that you hear from
people that have never been on assistance and our government preach.
That, well if we give them this money, they are just gonna spend it on
drugs and alcohol. It’s like, “excuse me buddy but can I take your blood
please? I would like to test the levels of alcohol and drugs in your system.
You’re supposed to be representing our country.” In that respect, it’s ju st a
completely ignorant comment to make. Yes, I do understand that there are
abusers out there. But that goes in every aspect of life - right up the
corporate government ladder. W hat about all these people that already
robbed us of millions of dollars? W hat’s happening to them? Nothing. You
hear that it happens, but you don’t hear w hat the fallout is. W hich is
completely bogus as well.
Here Sarah outlines her frustration with the system, and the reasons for which
she decided to refuse income assistance even when she did not have an
alternative source of income. Her anger with the system is not only related to the
meager support or stigmatizing nature of accessing benefits, but also the
hypocrisy displayed by those workers, politicians and citizens making and
supporting oppressive policies.

Her speech here m irrors some of her later talk

and the talk of other participants around the value of honesty and congruence in
their and others’ conduct. W hat emerges in this excerpt and others like it is that
participants are framing their values differently than those values imposed upon
them by the “welfare system.” Sarah suggests that everyone is capable, regardless
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While she values having to protect

the system from “abusers out there,” she notes that abusing the system is an
equal opportunity activity, and everyone should face consequences for their
actions. Later in the interview she suggests that if she were hired at the welfare
office, she would be “clicking every button going” to give people as much money
as they need. This perspective, as well as her choice to leave the welfare system
even without an alternative source of income can be understood as a
demonstration of her values of welfare as an entitlem ent (by wishing to ensure
that people receive all the support they need), the importance of survival and
independence by her own standards (by leaving the welfare system when it was
not conducive to her survival and the survival of her family).
At the sam e tim e people living on social assistance also take up other
expectations and constitutions encouraged by policies and the social service
agency workers with whom they interact. Returning to Sarah, her choice to leave
the welfare system in an act of independence and will to survive can also be
constructed as consistent with the purported values of the welfare system.
Although not dem onstrated in practice, the welfare system, particularly Ontario
Works, uses rhetoric of valuing and prom oting independence and self-sufficiency
in the individual (Swanson, 1999). These purported values are consistent with
the “presupposition of the autonomous, choosing, free self as the value, ideal and
objective underpinning and legitimating political activity [imbuing] the political
mentalities of the modern West...” (Rose, 1996:151). Sarah’s choice to be free
from the welfare system, in an act of independence and resistance, is also a
subjectivity encouraged in advanced liberalism. In this way, we can see multiple
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and competing interests working upon participants living on social assistance,
which affect the ways in which individuals undertake resistant activities. This is
not a system that we can get outside of; in Foucauldian notions of power even
resistance is caught within these power relations. I will speak more to this them e
in chapter four.

Visibility and Feeling Violated
In addition to the shame and stigma associated with receiving assistance,
participants also spoke of feeling violated by the system.

In particular, they

found the constant inquisition, particularly when being asked for information
during the intake to be invasive.

The required relinquishm ent of that

information and their rights to privacy is not seen as congruent with the income
assistance they receive. “The intake interview is horrible. They ask you so many
personal questions for the little am ount of money.” (Pamela)
And:
Participant: They needed my rent receipts, my bank information, why I
left my last job, ID, urine sample. Ju st joking...
Researcher: How did you feel about them asking for this information?
Participant: Oh fine, but definitely a little bit violated at times. You have
to jum p through a lot of hoops to get 500 bucks... Everything they do is to
make your life harder. I’m sure they have meetings where they sit around
and say “how are we going to make it a displeasure for these people so that
we don’t have to keep handing out welfare?” (Mark)
These statem ents point to participants’ frustration with what they see as the
erosion of their privacy rights.

People living on social assistance experience

surveillance and degradation on a regular basis throughout their interaction with
the welfare office. Mark was not alone in his comment about the urine sample
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requirement. Although urine samples are not required to secure welfare income
in Ontario (although some governments have suggested this measure in reforms)
Rebecca and Sarah also m entioned the fictional requirem ent of urine samples as
a commentary on the extent of surveillance. Participants do not, however,
challenge this erosion of rights by pointing to legalistic notions of privacy, dignity
or independence; their frustration is not tied to an institutional rights-talk.
Instead, their comments are directed at the unfairness of the system. While later
in the interviews participants living on social assistance indicate in various ways
that they resist against compulsory visibility in multiple ways, their discourse is
often not tied to traditional notions of rights talk or collective action, which are
typically associated with resistant subjectivities.

Instead it takes the form of

griping and everyday foot-shuffling (Gilliom, 1999).

These realities are tied to

notions of dependency, and the ways in which people accessing social assistance
are constructed as dependent, and therefore required to be visible and
“rightsless” (Gilliom, 1999). Additionally, since welfare is m oney that people are
supposedly entitled to, it is a right of citizenship, that the experience is even more
invasive than a bank loan communicates a lack of respect and trust. Thus the
resistance outlined here is resistance against the reconceptualization of the
subject.

Becoming “rightsless” and visible (and invisible in certain ways, for

example, in relations of power related to political processes) is not only a slight
against one’s income and survival, but also against the conception of the person
living on welfare as a non-citizen.

In a political culture which values the

autonomous, free-choosing, self-regulating subject as citizen, notions of
dependency are particularly dangerous to the citizenship of people living on
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social assistance - therefore rightslessness extends past losing the right to
m aintain a decent quality of life, and strikes at the heart of citizenship and
participation. If a person is not seen to be productive by participating in wage
labour relations, they lose entitlem ents to other markers of citizenship, including
the right to privacy and in/visibility.

S h a p in g th e Target
I t ’s the System
Participants expressed frustration at a program that seems to work for
agencies but not people using/needing services. They told stories of a system that
has zero tolerance for quitting a job, even if doing so is the m ost rational decision:
And then the woman called and said we have a zero tolerance for quitting a
job and you quit a job. We might look into doing something. So I got my
m other to call in and say it was my car I don’t want h er using my car doing
too much wear and tear on my car. So it was really my m other who
covered me for that... But what’s the bother of going out and working for
two or three hundred dollars when they are going to take the money away?
I mean —they have to give a person incentive. (Lindsay)
Here Lindsay discusses the Ontario Works rule which decrees that a person
cannot receive welfare after they have quit or been fired from paid employment.
She also alludes to a policy which outlines for every dollar earned as a wage, a
dollar is “clawed back” from her welfare cheque. She suggests that these rules do
not work for people living on assistance because they create a “disincentive to
work.” Moreover, these types of policies make it difficult for people living on
welfare to “get back on their feet,” as it often costs money to get to and from
work, purchase appropriate clothing for the workplace, and arrange childcare on
the meager support available to people living on assistance. Participants also told
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stories of a system that perpetuates joblessness and does not provide real
solutions to poverty and unemployment so that welfare workers can keep their
jobs:
Instead of finding out things that will keep people off welfare forever, so
they might have to spend that little bit of money at first to help keep
people out of their dilemma, but in the end they will never have to come
back, you see. You see what they’re doing is they’re ju st temporarily
solving problems, but they’re back all the time. You see they count on
people being back all the time, because otherwise they’d be jobless...
They’ve got it all figured out for themselves, not for us. (Mark)
The analysis participants offered about the welfare system targets both the
“system” itself but also the individual players in that system. While participants
acknowledged that “the system cheats the people” (Rebecca), they also
acknowledged that systems are made up of people often making self-interested
decisions - for example, expanding programs to keep social workers and social
service workers employed, but that do not actually help people accessing those
services.

W hat is interesting about these statem ents is that people living on

social assistance are suggesting that a push for increased funding and expanded
social program s are not necessarily the best way to meet people’s needs. These
suggestions move us to consider new tactics and dem ands for change, and
refocus efforts. While many advocacy groups and social service agencies often
find themselves pushing for change in the form of greater and more autonomous
funding, it is clear that these demands are not uncomplicated. In fact, individuals
and groups pushing for increased funding and expanded programs need to
question what really drives these goals, and if they need to be rethought in term s
of a magic bullet answer to the injustices of neo-liberal government policies.
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For-Profit Agencies
It is not ju st social service agencies and the welfare system th at
participants targeted in their comments about what does not work for them , and
the reasons for which they are living in poverty.

Many of the participants

suggested that for-profit corporations, with the help of government, exploit their
poverty for profit. One participant, a young m an frustrated and angry at the high
unemployment rates and impossible job m arket in his town illustrated this
situation beautifully:
You might as well be from another country...And that’s the truth, it’s either
[one tem porary work agency or another]; there’s like 10 of them in this
town. Anywhere where there’s call centers, these places thrive. They’re all
interconnected. Oh well, this is a welfare town, we’re going to go throw all
our shit jobs in there... and they’ll ju st love these $10 an hour jobs. These
Mexicans will ju st suck them up, they’ll stand in line for hours. You know
what I mean.
Researcher: So they basically go anywhere where there’s a lot of poverty?
Participant: Yeah, and set up shop. Because they know that they can just
get rid of you. They know you have nowhere to complain to. They look at
you like, “whatever buddy, you look like you’re on welfare, and you don’t
have no one to back you up.”... Because how can we fight for our jobs
ourselves, and get capable work, which is 10 bucks an hour as an adult at
least, and then they make it legal to [bring in tem p agencies]. This ain’t
legal, man. [Temp agencies] get paid 14 bucks an hour from the employer.
Why [don’t employers] give welfare 14 bucks an hour and then [workers]
get 12 and pay [welfare social workers] with the remaining money [for
additional programs]? And then we won’t even have to be government
funded. (Mark)
This comment is rich with issues.

Not only does Mark discuss his anger and

frustration at being exploited, particularly with respect to these tem porary work
agencies (and it is im portant to note that because Mark is on Ontario Works,
every time he gets fired from a job or has to quit because of dire work conditions,
he is not eligible for benefits for a three m onth period) but he also targets the
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town’s economic development strategy, which is to attract tem porary work
agencies and call centres to provide employment for its residents.
Additionally, M ark’s comm ents are racialized and here he begins to
connect - although not explicitly - some assumptions around racism, classism,
and boundaries around those who do “shit labour” and “should” be grateful for it,
and who, by virtue of their citizenship, should be granted good, well-paying,
legitimate labour.

People living on social assistance are denied their claim to

citizenship: “because they know that they can ju st get rid of you, because they
know even if you’re going to complain, where are you going to complain to?...
whatever buddy, you look like you’re on welfare, and you don’t have no one to
back you up” (Mark).

Having no one to support the poor was a reoccurring

theme throughout the interviews, and relates back to notions of citizenship.
Participants’ comments suggested that they do not receive any support from their
respective governments.

In fact, in most cases, governm ent was viewed as

punitive and disciplinary underm ining PLSAs claims to citizenship.

In turn,

participants receiving social assistance used less “rights talk,” and did not speak
much about spaces for collective organizing or movements based on collective
identities (as rights talk often relies on imagined citizenships and communities of
which the individual citizen can be a part.) In this way, PLSAs only spoke of
certain types of engagement, but also opened up new possibilities for action and
conceptions of resistance. I speak about this further in chapter four.
Finally, Mark does not attack the idea of activity and value tied to wagelabour.

He is looking for a decent, respectable and stable job - he does not

question the fundamental assum ption or injustice of being tied to capitalist
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modes of production. Therefore, while he sees these companies as exploitative,
they are deviant from the good companies and good jobs “out there.” Overall,
from his perspective, the system does not need to be changed, but some reforms
need to be made.

I will speak more about the active constitution of the self

further in this chapter and in chapter three.

Agency Cuts
Cuts have not only affected agencies, but also the clients they serve. Mark
expressed frustration that a service he used to use now offers fewer services, and
has been unhelpful in his job search, “before they used to train you and teach you
how to interview, and go to class.

Now it’s dwindled down to nothing.”

Additionally, some participants living on social assistance expressed that before
the mid-1990s, there were more services and supports for people living in
poverty. Pamela, who previously worked in the social services, discussed what
the social services landscape currently looks like in her community:
I always worked in social services too. Enough though I was hearing these
stories I still had faith that people would eventually get the help they
needed... There is less money. There are fewer services. It’s really
fragmented. And people don’t know how to access them . Unless you have
somebody like I did like a CMHA worker to help navigate them.
In this climate, it is difficult to take risks to advocate for oneself, when both
clients and service workers are having a difficult time staying afloat in their
respective spheres.

Additionally, there are multiple pressures on agencies to

reduce advocacy efforts, which I explored in chapter two, therefore for some
participants the target is the strain under which social services are operating.
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Welfare Workers
Despite the fact th at they identified the “system as a whole” as a problem
in their lives, most PLSAs expressed a great deal of frustration in having to deal
with welfare workers. Story after story included welfare workers treating people
receiving social assistance very poorly, especially with respect to decision making
or respecting the difficulty people often face when receiving assistance. Most
participants were angry with the way in which welfare workers treat them:
How do I feel about dealing with welfare workers? You can’t deal with
them. They are quick to dictate, and it’s like they are inhuman. They don’t
seem to have any compassion. Or any understanding. I tell you if I was
working in that office, I would be flicking every yes button going. And I
don’t care. If I could screw that whole system inside an hour, and pum p
out checks to people that desperately need them, and leave it in their
hands for the next year to try to figure it out, well then th at’s what I would
do. Because they are criminals. It’s a government organized criminal
agency. (Sarah)
While here Sarah imagines full-fledged resistance, at another moment in the
interview she expresses empathy with the welfare workers because of the
pressures they confront, particularly with respect to keeping their jobs. At this
later point in the interview she suggests that the welfare workers are “happy ju st
to have a job” and she does not blame them for their behaviour.
contradictions

are

interesting

because

they

give

a

m ore

These

complicated

understanding of conflicted feelings towards workers to which other participants
allude.

Rebecca expresses a different, perhaps less conflicted, perspective on

welfare workers:
These people do behave like Gestapo ladies some of them... and I just wish
there was a test to see how do we get these sickos out. Where do they
come from?
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Participants did not just identify lack of compassion and poor decisions as the
reasons why they found workers to be difficult to deal with. They also identified
what they considered to be ridiculous bureaucracy as part of the reason why they
were angry about having to deal with the surveillance of the welfare office:
I didn’t fill out the card right, you have to put nil, nil, nil, nil, nil in every
box. This was really infuriating. I put nil and used quotation m arks to
denote nil for the rest of the boxes. They sent it back and made me write
nil in every box. But you see again, because I expect this, I expect some
pinhead who can’t say that she clearly m eans this. No I expect someone
who says (uses high nasal voice), “You have to fill in every box with N-I-L.”
So that could delay my money and get my landlord hassling me or
something all for Nils in every box. I should have photocopied that one.
But I use so much psychic energy just trying to live, that I can’t hold onto
that. But if I was feeling better, I would send that into MAD magazine or
something. Or National Lampoon or something. But they didn’t even call
me for that, they ju st mailed it back with a post-it note on it. (Robin)
These kinds of engagements make it difficult to have compassion for welfare
workers on the other side of the desk. They also locate power in individuals as
well as in systems and structures.

Participants living on social assistance,

through their comments and observations, located power in relationships and
agency with individuals as well as with systems. In tandem with other locations
of power and power relations discussed in this chapter, some of the participants
living on social assistance were shaping understandings of power in a way that, I
believe, opens up new possibilities and targets for making change and shifting
relations, in a way that is not possible when power is simply seen as located in an
unjust structure: the welfare office.

Instead of ju st naming a single location of

power and oppression, for example locating injustice in oppressive welfare
policies or in the business elite, participants indicate that there are a num ber of
players in the perpetuation of injustice. Those of us working in social service
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agencies have much to learn from this understanding, particularly in including
ourselves in power relations that produce and reproduce meanings of
in/dependence, un/productivity, and non/citizenship. By shaping the “target” as
multiple and complicated (and even including the constitution of our selves as
the target), we begin to open up new spaces and terrains for understanding our
own constructions and resistances. I will explore these ideas further in chapters
three and four.

F u n d in g a n d C ontrol
Feeling Powerless
Like social service agency workers, people receiving social assistance felt
powerless as a result of where they got their funding. Like social service agency
workers, PLSAs indicated that they felt powerless and it was actually the workers
and the “system” (the agency from which they receive the income, in this case,
Ontario Works) that made them feel powerless:
You feel powerless on assistance. They make you feel powerless with
constant threats. The way they manage everything. If you need something
extra, like my other son he is on assistance and when the baby got sick
they practically had to beg for money to take the bus to Toronto. Having to
ask, and the attitude when you ask. It makes you feel like you are small...I
think it is set up. They would never admit it but it is set up to make you
feel ashamed. And I think that it’s intentional. I think it’s to discourage
people from asking, prevent people from staying on assistance. Which I
think is a good thing is some ways but the thing is you have to look at
individual cases. (Pamela)
Here we can draw upon Arendt’s notion of the complexity of the “law-abiding
citizen.”

Because workers in bureaucracies are often just “doing their jobs”,

obeying orders and the law, they sometimes conceptualize themselves as not
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morally responsible for harm ful consequences (Arendt, 1963). Likewise Pamela
suggests, intentions of the workers aside, that the effects of institutional daily
practices can be dehumanizing and even cruel.
One of these effects on Pamela, like most of the PLSAs I spoke with, felt
th at they would be targeted if they caused too much trouble, and this might
threaten their benefits. Being labeled a troublemaker seemed particularly risky:
I feel like we don’t have a voice. Because we are so powerless. We are all
afraid because sometimes when you open your m outh, you get shut
down...get labeled a troublem aker. (Pamela)
Getting labeled a troublemaker is not ju st an inconvenience or an uncomfortable
feeling for people living on social assistance. Often being too active and causing
“too much trouble” means that a person might find themselves under even more
scrutiny from the welfare office. Being sent numerous cut-off letters, or having to
check in even m ore frequently are real threats to participants - certainly those
who pursue their appeal rights have experienced backlash in the past. Therefore,
while people living on social assistance might want to “fight back” in overt ways
and tip the relations of power in their favour for even a m oment, these moves are
sometimes too big a risk to take.
In this way, these feeling of powerlessness sometimes regulated
participants’ activities with respect to speaking out against som ething that they
disagreed with:
Researcher: Do you ever wear buttons or anything like that? If it’s a cause
you agree with?
Participant: I am not really into that. I sort of question myself why. I am
thinking the whole system is out for the rich. They don’t care about the
poor.
Researcher: ...Would you ever join the [local anti-poverty organization]?
Participant: I don’t really see any point in that.
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Researcher: Why don’t you see a point in it?
Participant: Because the whole system is ignoring the poor. My dad used
to say to me, the poor are powerless. [Government people] only want to
help the business people because they are ones who are the main
taxpayers. They are all out to help the ones who are the main taxpayers.
(Lindsay)
Lindsay expresses m ore than a fear of risk; she articulates a sense of complete
hopelessness. Like social service agency workers, some people receiving social
assistance stepped back from taking an active part in social justice campaigns as
a result of feeling as though the risk was too great for such a small return.
Instead of speaking out actively, many participants, both social service agency
workers and people living on social assistance would often negotiate their
resistances in different ways, moving to m ore “everyday” forms of resistance. For
example, some participants spoke of not being completely honest in intake
interviews, or not disclosing living with a partner, to qualify for assistance or to
m aintain their current level of assistance. While writing a letter of protest or
attending a rally are typically seen as the “usual” forms of resistance against
unjust welfare policies, these “everyday” moves of nondisclosure are also targeted
at unfair welfare policies, they just take different forms.

Discipline
One of the prevailing risks of being labeled a troublemaker is to increase
one’s exposure to the disciplinary elements of welfare.

One common them e

running throughout the interviews, in both social service agency workers and
people receiving social system, was the threat of discipline that ran through each
of the interviews. Nearly every participant spoke of feeling watched and kept on
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guard with respect to their funding and their funding source. This issue came out
throughout all of the interviews, but specific participants articulated such
sentiments in particularly memorable ways.

Mark suggested that such

disciplining might be a way of keeping people off, or getting people off welfare.
He states:
So it’s a constantly pissing you off, and making you nervous, on guard, and
you get so sick of it th at you say to yourself, “fuck it, I ju st gotta get off.”
And th a t’s the whole reason it works, but it only works short-term . They
don’t realize long-term. But that’s w hat they want short-term , so it looks
like it’s being solved but it’s not.
Others echoed these sentiments:
I don’t say I want to know when you peed last as a joke. That’s very true.
And then the threats if you miss an appointm ent for this job researcher
thing or whatever, you know. They ju st threaten to cut you off. I mean, it’s
ludicrous. If they spent more time trying to figure out how to help people
rather than how to track people, [they would get more done]. And then if
they still want to track people, go after the [guys] that aren’t paying the
money. (Sarah)
In these comments, participants indicate that the constant surveillance is tactical
and unfair. The constant gaze of the panopticon in people’s lives shapes the way
that they conduct their conduct (Foucault, 1979).

Additionally, participants

indicated that these modes of surveillance and discipline do nothing to help
people get off welfare (and into sustainable employment) in the long-term. W hat
they do accomplish, however, is the constant fear of people on welfare, and the
subsequent regulation of resistance. Participants indicated that one did not even
have to face a decision or a cut off to feel regulated or disciplined:
I have never had to [fight a decision]. It’s just like a constant threat. It’s
always hanging over your head. Like we can do this to you so you better
sm arten up. So luckily I was able to get the information they wanted. It’s
just the whole way that they do it. (Pamela)
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The disciplinary techniques shape participants’ actions in particular ways.
Participants shaped their conduct in ways congruent with the techniques and
aims of governmentality in advanced liberalism. For example, people living on
social assistance were particularly concerned about the ways in which their
financial movements were being tracked, and therefore would act in ways that
prevented them from being surveilled or at least minimize the negative impacts
of surveillance:
So I’m pretty careful about what I use my bank card for now... So I won’t
even use my bank card at all because I know it’s open to disclosure. I was
really offended by all the rights I was signing away, bu t I understand too
that it’s for preventing fraud. Although, most of these people aren’t
committing fraud, it’s ju st plain for survival... Yeah, I definitely feel big
time big brothered... Not paranoid, but I am cautious about what I say to
people. I’m not watching over my shoulder when I walk down the street,
but I’m cautious about where I spend my money and w hat’s going to show
up on my bank account statem ent. (Robin)
And:
I was forced to use my credit card in an emergency situation and now I’m
afraid they’ll cut me off. (Lindsay)
Here, participants are “encouraged” to tightly regulate their financial activities.
In an effort to carve out some autonomy in their ability to spend what little
money they have to meet their needs, participants carefully control how they are
m onitored electronically and on paper. In this way, surveillance not only shapes
their financial activities, but their financial activities shape the surveillance. As
participants become more adept at hiding pockets of money and regulating what
shows up on their bank statem ents, welfare workers become more adept at
tracking down that spending and uncovering untracked spending. Fraud cheat
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lines are established and welfare workers study bank transactions intently for
discrepancies (Parenti, 2003).
The impact of surveillance not only regulates the ways in which
participants manage their financial affairs, but also how they experience their
freedom: “big brother is watching me. I feel like they are controlling me. I feel
like I am their property. I feel like - it’s not freedom th at’s for sure.” (Rebecca)
This loss of freedom is particularly difficult given the reliance on the ideal of the
free, autonomous individual in the advanced liberal society. This loss of freedom
includes their access to privacy rights:
I haven’t experienced [being m onitored], but I’m very aware of it, and so
I’m very careful about w hat I do... Yeah, I’m not walking around looking
over my shoulder but I’m very aware of it. I went in to help out a friend
sign his papers because he couldn’t bear to go in by himself, and he says,
“what am I signing, what am I signing?” and I say, “your life away; just
keep signing.” (Robin)
Not only are people living on social assistance expected to “sign their lives away”
as an “eligibility requirem ent,” they also learn how to tightly manage their own
presentation:
But I don’t know what they put in those OW files, and every tim e I call and
talk to ODSP and OW I’m very, very careful about what I say. Because
they can make a judgm ent call about whether or not I get disability based
on something that I said during a conversation and I could have been out
of my mind on my meds, having a psychotic day or something. I’m not
psychotic but it could be anything. But every time I call I’m very careful of
what I say. (Robin)
These quotations provide rich examples of advanced liberal governance
techniques, leading to an understanding of how we negotiate the entrepreneurial
self (Rose, 1996). Participants living on social assistance use multiple ways of
understanding their experiences of discipline, and the ways in which it both
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Specifically in Robin’s

comments we can see the experience of discipline as encouraging her to take up a
subjectivity that watches her bank accounts closely, uses a great deal of caution
when speaking up for herself (or representing herself), and making decisions (in
so far as she can) of when she will relinquish privacy rights and make inquiries
about her file. Mark, Pamela, Robin, Sarah and Lindsay’s experiences illustrate
that it is not just the welfare system that is shaping the people who engage with it
- people living on social assistance also shape the system. W hen PLSAs choose
to be more careful, surveillance mechanisms expand to access the obscured
information.

This dance continues to expand and constrict the terrain for

movement, leading to an ever-fluctuating experience and spaces for games of
power. I will explore these new terrains and understandings in chapters three
and four, through the concept of the entrepreneurial self and new spaces for
resistance.
Many people, typically through their talk, place power squarely outside of
themselves, in term s of who has control over their funding/incom e, in term s of
feeling watched, in term s of how they are treated by “authorities.” However,
while people place this power outside of themselves, they also speak of an ethic,
of wanting to be good, wanting to do the right thing. Therefore even though
participants often place power outside themselves in term s of their talk, they also
open up the opportunities to think about the ways in which we operate in power
relations, and the ways in which we develop ourselves through understandings of
how we interact with so-called, supposed “powerful people.” This opens up the
opportunity to think about the active self, because even in their talk people
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acknowledge that they are actively playing a part within this power relation, even
if they do not necessarily use that language. W hat I find interesting, is the ways
in which people think about power in this way, bu t also the ways that people open
themselves up to possibilities of different understandings of power, and various
ways of negotiating their lives with respect to the systems and the techniques that
do affect them. The next chapter will focus on the m anifestations of this active
self, and the ways in which people negotiate their active selves in the interests of
self-governance and the advanced liberal society.
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CHAPTER THREE:
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SELF AND
THE CONSTITUTION OF ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP

In

the

previous

chapters

we looked

at

some

negotiations

and

contradictions on the part of social service agency workers and people living on
social assistance. To find a way through these negotiations and contradictions,
Foucault’s theories of discipline are enriched with the Deleuzian concept of
Control Society and Nikolas Rose’s notion of the entrepreneurial self, which relies
upon an understanding of the ways in which governance operate in an advanced
liberal society. I find that these concepts are particularly useful in exploring the
ways in which people govern their conduct and take up subjectivities with a
particular focus towards productivity.

While I spoke generally about

governmentality in previous chapters, in this chapter I will focus specifically on
the entrepreneurial self as a technique of governmentality which merits further
attention.

I seek to take my analysis further and integrate the theoretical

concepts of the entrepreneurial self, active citizenship, and resistance in the
advanced liberal society.
Early in the research process, much of my focus was on the connections
between funding and resistance between the two participant groups, with an eye
to the ways in which people’s subjectivities are mobilized. As I kept reviewing the
transcripts, I realized that while looking at the disciplinary effects of funding and
income systems was an invaluable starting point for analysis, it was not sufficient
to understand the complexities of the different ways that people negotiate their
positions. The more tim e I spent with the data, I realized that it would be helpful
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to further develop an analysis that provided the opportunity to think about
resistance and subjectivities in a m ore interactive fashion.
W hat became increasingly clear to me is that people’s subjectivities are
mobilized to create certain effects. In an advanced liberal society, the purpose is
not simply to have people receiving assistance so poor that they are desperate,
and social service agencies so worried about grappling for funding that they stop
talking and advocating because they are afraid that they will lose their funding.
This type of discipline, which I explored in the first two chapters, is integral, but
it does not explain the entire effect of contemporary governance. An im portant
component of these practices is that subjectivities are also mobilized such that
individuals are often trying to be better, trying ,to capitalize on themselves.
Therefore a notion of the entrepreneurial self sits next to these notions of good
and bad, and encourages us to take up entrepreneurial subjectivities.
For the purposes of this chapter, I am going to explore the entrepreneurial
self as a technique of governmentality which operates as a universal mechanism.
The analytic value of governmentality approaches is that they challenge the
possibility of escape, asking us to disrupt our desire for innocence and instead
consider, even for a moment, the possibility that we are all implicated in
contemporary practices of self and other regulation.

While this can feel

deterministic, it offers the foundations from which we can imagine a collective
resistance to those social relations which act upon and through all of us.

In speaking with people living on welfare one theme that kept recurring
was a sense that participants were eager to convey that they want to work, they
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want to contribute, they want to produce, and in these ways they want to be
“good citizens” (Cruikshank, 1999). Participants living on social assistance were,
in this way, often capitalizing on themselves, making themselves better - w hether
that is by being good producers, good citizens, good workers if not for a wage.
These are all qualities that the advanced liberal society demands.
The social service agency workers who participated in this study
dem onstrated a similar ethos; they were often trying to secure more funding with
which they could develop and advance their services and stabilize their ability to
operate in professional ways. The desire to secure more funding was not always
about resistance and securing more autonomous resources in order to facilitate
advocacy, but rather their subjectivities were constructed in a way that was useful
for advanced liberal societies. They were acting as entrepreneurial citizens and as
entrepreneurial agencies; they were efficiently delivering services and trying to
grow and enhance themselves.
The connection, then, between the social service agencies and people living
on social assistance is not necessarily ju st about their funding constraints, as
previously imagined. A more nuanced connection is that their funding mobilizes
them as entrepreneurial individuals. Both workers in social service agencies and
people living on social assistance involved in this study were always capitalizing
on themselves. In this way, the resistance is not solely tied to the funding or
income, it is also tied to the fact th at they think that they require those funds to
maximize their potential.

Therefore, often when participants resisted, their

resistance was, in part, tied to securing further financial stability and support in
order to capitalize on and maximize themselves.

This is a theoretical
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capitalization/maximization; it can certainly be argued that the meager amount
of income/funding that these individuals and agencies access is often not enough
to meet necessities.

However, th at resistance can be tied to securing more

financial resources with which to capitalize on oneself opens up the possibility to
understand how regulation does not only work in repressive ways, it also is the
mechanism through which subjects are produced and fashion themselves.
While participants, particularly workers, identified a fear that they would
lose funding or income if they resisted, I would suggest while insecurity or the
“bottom line” were foregrounded as im portant sentim ents, the situation can be
read as having some other im portant complexities. For workers in particular it
seemed that the loss of funding was more tied to not being able to provide a
particular service, not being able to perform to their fullest, and dem onstrating
an explicit concern that their service to the client would be threatened. In the
first chapter we saw some contradictions around wanting to speak out against
injustice, but not resisting because they might ultimately h urt the client. This
might, in the end, result in an imagined harm to the client, for example,
diminishing the relationship with the MPP making it difficult to request special
consideration for expediting an appeal for disability supports in the future.
Additionally, this ethos shapes decisions to affiliate with certain advocacy groups
in coalition work:
In [this town], there are certain groups that have bad reputations, and
although I wholeheartedly agree with those organizations, I worry about
linking [our agency] to them. It could hurt our reputation. And if our
reputation is hurt then the clients could suffer, so th a t’s less around
funding and more about reputation and being linked with certain types of
advocacy/activism. (Julia)
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I would suggest that this entrepreneurial ethos (of delivering the best service to
the client whatever the cost) is another im portant reason that workers subsume
notions of agitating for social justice under providing a service.

This may

explain how they can get around “feeling bad ” about not resisting, because if they
are entrepreneurial, and their purpose, as entrepreneurs, is to provide the best
service in the m arket for those needs/individuals, then it makes absolute sense
that they will deliver that service and “m aintain [those] relationships at whatever
the cost” (Elizabeth). This is not to suggest that workers are being disingenuous,
rather there are multiple desires and needs at stake in every one of our
conversations.

However, some are foregrounded, while others, such as the

notion of self-improvement are obscured.
On the part of people living on welfare, it is interesting to consider this
entrepreneurial spirit as tied to citizenship and the desire to contribute to society.
Participants living on social assistance spoke a great deal about the responsibility
of taking care of oneself, alluded frequently to the values they held when they
were “taxpayers,” and presented a num ber of alternatives to what they saw as an
unjust system. Many of these changes were contingent on the moves of active
citizens and active citizenship, relying upon notions of self-motivated workers.
Much of their talk was centered around their contributions and potential
contributions, indicating an active construction of the self. For example, M ark’s
solutions often revolved around innovative ways to help citizens maximize their
productivity:
That’s what really gets me, is that this money should be utilized better.
You should give each welfare recipient a year to get on his feet. And what
is it that you need? A driver’s license, since you lost it. You got a fine you
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need to pay? Fine we’ll do that, but after that you’re own your own kid,
and there’s no reason you should need our help again. But they don’t want
to do that.
Mark is not alone in these sentim ents. Most of the participants living on social
assistance expressed a desire for similar solutions or supports for finding and
maintaining wage labor. Like social service agency workers they were angry at
unjust systems, but still dem onstrated an entrepreneurial ethos located in the
demands of the advanced liberal state. In the next section I will explore more indepth the theory of the entrepreneurial self and the enterprise culture.

T he E n trep ren eu rial S e lf an d E n terp rise C ulture
Social workers are often seen as governing the behaviours of others, or
encouraging others to govern themselves through so-called “empowerment.” In
an advanced liberal society, certainly social workers are in a position through
which they engage in the reproduction of the “entrepreneurial self’ with respect
to the individual in the welfare state. Moreover, social workers are an im portant
part of the welfare state and its disciplinary function. Furthermore, in a neo
liberal welfare state we can speak of perpetual training as a factor in workfare
societies (Walters, 1997). Social service agencies and workers are often engaged
in encouraging their “clients” to take up active constitutions of the self: a self
which is self-supporting, self-reliant, and “actively participates” in society. Social
workers have an “educator” function, and under the guise of “empowerment” and
education help to shape clients in socially acceptable ways (Foucault et al., 1999;
Margolin, 1997; Isin, 2002). Social workers are therefore implicated in
techniques of risk-based targeting of services and peddlers of well-being and
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personal investment. While social workers take up these subjectivities to varying
degrees, it is useful to investigate the ways in which these techniques are inherent
in the realm of social work practice.

The Entrepreneurial S elf
The entrepreneurial self is one that is active. It is a self that is always
engaged in continuous calculating about, and acting upon, itself to improve upon
itself (Rose, 1996:154).

The activity upon itself, which Foucault term s

‘technologies of the self (Foucault, 1982), takes num erous forms including an
endless learning and reflective approach to living and citizenship. This active
citizenship is located in notions of enhancing the selfs independence and
freedom (Edwards, 2002:358), which is located in a particular subjectivity of
citizenship (Isin, 2002).

This self is shaped by a com m itm ent to enterprise

culture and capitalization of the self:
The new citizen is required to engage in a ceaseless work of training and
retraining, skilling and reskilling, enhancem ent of credentials and
preparation for a life of ceaseless job seeking: life is to become a
continuous economic capitalization of the self (Rose 1999:161).
This subject is continually being improved upon, and takes steps to improve upon
herself. Through working to achieve better health, better credentials and a better
life, the worker governs and regulates herself in a way that constructs herself as a
commodity - improving her “output” and “perform ance.” Drummond refers to
this

as the

“commodification of the

self’ (Drummond,

2003:61).

The

entrepreneurial self thereby invests in oneself, through privatized education and
the investment decisions. She is always improving upon her performance, and
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securing the resources through which im provem ent becomes possible. In this
form of governance, “responsibilized individuals are called upon to apply certain
management, economic and actuarial techniques to themselves as subjects of a
newly privatized welfare regime” (Peters, 2001:60).

This work is ceaseless,

leaving very little room for any other activity. As Drummond suggests, “to stand
still and wonder is somehow to move backwards” (2003:61).

In social work, as

well as many other “professions”, to be efficient, one m ust always engage in a
progressive and linear movement.
The social worker is not exempt from this form of self-governance; none of
us are. What makes the intersections of social work interesting in this case is not
only do social workers construct their subjectivities with respect to the
entrepreneurial self, engaging in a complex technology of the self, which
commodifies and responsibilizes the self, they also play the role of expert in
mobilizing other subjects to undertake the same form of self-governance. These
individuals are social work clients, and potential social work clients. In other
words, social workers are active in prom oting others’ activities, and in this
prom otion with individuals and groups they assist in constructing a discourse in
which all of us m ust participate in this particular form of active and commodified
subjectivity. We come to know ourselves as subjects through our ability to have
others mobilize themselves (Margolin, 1997).

This concept contributes to our

understanding of the social worker functioning as both the watcher and the
watched (Moffat, 1999) - in this scenario, the social worker is both the mobilizer
and the mobilized.
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Enterprise Culture
Enterprise culture is one that depends on the mobilization of the
entrepreneurial self, and prom otes this mobilization. In the enterprise culture,
the individual in the welfare state transfers from the “passive welfare consum er”
to “entrepreneurial self’ making private investm ent decisions to “improve her lot
in life.” In this way, the individual “contributes” to future prosperity in her life,
and the prosperity of society (Peters, 2001). Enterprise culture relies on these
constructions, and infuses every part of life - including health, community and
education:
Enterprise culture has also been portrayed by its proponents as a set of
values, behaviours and attitudes that emphasize innovation, self-reliance,
initiative, flexibility and autonomy, in individuals and is seen to be equally
applicable to all levels of institutions across both public and private
domains (Hooper, 2001:2).
Education and training are key components in enterprise culture as m echanisms
of personal investment. They are vehicles through which individuals work to
prom ote their own interests, and develop themselves. Workfare is an example of
this type of mobilization, and some participants living on social assistance,
particularly Mark and Sarah, spoke to the need for training supports for people
living on assistance.
Enterprise culture and the entrepreneurial self are taken up by “learning
organizations” in techniques of governance. Learning organizations, represented
by larger social service organizations such as Children’s Aid Societies, often
require their workers to take on lifelong learning strategies to manage
themselves.

Under the influence

of these techniques, the

worker is

institutionalized “as an active, autonomous and continual learner, never “skilled”
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but continually needing to invest in their own hum an development and ‘hum an
capital’” (Reich, 2002:220). This technique is useful, as it encourages workers to
be continuously working on themselves, governing themselves, often in the
interest of the neo-liberal state. W orkers are “enabled” to take responsibility for
their actions, through their own empowerment and success within the
organization. Therefore, it is clear that the social workers themselves are taking
up an ethic of enterprise and self-governance by engaging in ongoing training and
professional development. While the scope of the interviews for this project did
not touch upon enterprise culture and continual training specifically (in fact, a
num ber of the participants were not registered social workers, and therefore not
required to undertake these types of requirements) this ethos permeates
understandings of the competent professional worker, a concept to which many
of the participants spoke directly.
This ethic is not only restricted to the workplace; the whole life, including
health, leisure and family, is inscribed with the “ethos of enterprise” (Edwards
and Nicoll, 2004:168). It is interesting to note that often continuing competence,
professional development and lifelong learning programs include self-care,
healthy living and stress m anagement workshops to help social workers manage
their personal lives, and, as a result, become m ore efficient in the workplace. It is
clear here that the corporation’s reach is further than simply the domain of the
workplace. The entrepreneurial self in enterprise culture maximizes her potential
everywhere, with an eye to efficiency and productivity in all moments of her life.
Under this model, the state is required to formally intervene quite infrequently to
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regulate workers’ behaviours, and their broader lives, as subjects work on and
govern themselves.
This form of governance is also useful to organizations that are becoming
themselves increasingly flexible and imbued with an ethos of enterprise. Not
only does it allow the organization to “step back” in some respects from formally
managing/governing its workers in an intensified manner; it also instills certain
types of constructions of fulfillment in its workers. The worker begins to strive
for the identity of the “multiskilled, flexible worker,” which “is the desired
identity for these flexible, restructuring, economically successful organizations”
(Reich, 2002:227). By enabling a reduction in formal and intensive supervision
and provision for regulation, and replacing it with “continuing competence” and
learning standards for which the worker is m ost often privately responsible for in
cost, the organization is able to reduce its costs and formal regulation, by
instilling an ethos of personal investment.

Again, while participants did not

speak to these phenomena directly, they did allude to an ethos of productivity
and professionalism that draws upon, is reinforced by, and reinforces, these
concepts.
Funding and income intersect with the demands of enterprise culture. Not
only are entrepreneurialized individuals motivated to improve their lots in life
and agency work through learning and reflection, they are also m otivated to
cultivate, improve and protect the resources through which these im provem ents
are facilitated. In the case of individuals receiving welfare, this phenom enon was
constructed as survival on the system.

Throughout our interviews, some

participants living on social assistance indicated that they knew many people who
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In m ost cases, participants

explained that these “indiscretions” were necessary and fair for others to
undertake because these m easures were only taken to ensure their survival:
Anyone that I know of th at was not strictly following the welfare rules was
doing it out of absolute desperation. It had nothing to do with them
gaining anything financial. All they were trying to do was live... They’re
doing it so that they can get gas in their car so they can go to the food bank
or something. These are very desperate people... These breeches are a
necessity, it’s a survival tactic, nobody’s making a profit. People are still
desperately poor and living below every line imaginable... So if I broke the
rules, like they say spouse in the house, it again is only for me to m aintain
my apartment, keeping me off the street. (Robin)
Given that “people have to survive no m atter what it takes; it’s the survival of the
fittest,” (Sarah) it is not surprising that many of the participants expressed
agreement with any move necessary to secure one’s survival in the system.
Participants

seemed to take

up

understandings

of the

importance

of

independence and self-sufficiency, both notions essential to the constitution of an
entrepreneurial self:
Well, it’s my responsibility to make sure that I take care of myself, I don’t
think it’s everyone else’s responsibility... Maybe they should help with
those problems and I would be able to stay off the system forever. Because
they’re throwing money at things that aren’t solving anything. (Mark)
Throughout their talk, participants valourized independence and self-sufficiency,
they operate under the “universal” assumption that everyone is expected to
“work” (for a wage) and to be “self-supporting” (Fraser and Gordon, 324). The
opposite, dependency, is demeaning: “and I also feel it very demeaning that for
years I was able to have an income and independence and now I have lost the
independence.” (Lindsay) Their identities are linked with their production, and
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they are implicated in strategies of the responsibilization of the self, motivated by
discourses of self-sufficiency used, in particular, in the social services.

R e sp o n sib ilizin g th e S e lf
Although social workers are a key component in “helping” other subjects
to take up these particular forms of self-governance, m any workers are also
wedded to older notions of welfare and social justice. Social workers can still be
found to be promoting public investment programs to support unemployed or
marginalized individuals in the nam e of social justice (Mullaly, 1997). In this
way, social workers often “ride the line” between older welfare regimes and neo
liberalized constructions of responsibilizing the self.

This relationship is one

which is complex, and often both “sides of the line” work together to create
complicated subjectivities. These techniques also encourage subjects to make
claims on the state, that are later used to have them mobilize subjectivities
related to self-governance and commodification of the self. For example, claims
to “the right to work” has since been mobilized to support workfare and rhetoric
of the “end of unemployment” (Walters, 1997). In this way, we can speak of the
responsibilizing of the self to be connected to Deleuzian notions of the “control
society,” in which we are all continuously under control, in continuous connected
enclosures (Deleuze, 1995).
A key component of responsibilizing the self is adopting strategies and
techniques in which investm ent in oneself also takes the shape of adopting “risk
m anagem ent as an everyday practice of the self’ (Peters, 2001:61). Programs to
develop professionalism and competence deploy notions of the competent worker
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- who minimizes risk, updates her skills, and takes the right courses - to engage
workers in techniques of self-governance.

In this way, we move away from

regulating workers by legislation, although it rem ains at hand and is deployed
when self-governance and governmentality are not “effective”.

Funding

requirements operate in similar ways, with the end result of programs being
developed in anticipation of funding requirements, and when this selfgovernance does not work, funding is pulled or not allotted.

Therefore the

triangle of governmentality, sovereignty and discipline are at work here, being
deployed at the appropriate times to regulate the worker (Foucault, 1991:102).
Funders do not only try to mitigate risk and liability through certain
governmental techniques, they also use this tool to manage their reputations.
One worker spoke of having a funder direct him not to speak out because they
were supposed to appear as a unit. This is clear in a quotation used in chapter
two, but I will reprint it here:
It was a funder... It was a political issue in term s of not wanting us to
speak because it’s supposed to look as though we’re cohesive, when in fact
we are individuals. To be fair we have less of that problem because we’re
an independent charity. We’re not like a transfer agency, which tends to
be fairly closely tied to a political body. W hether municipally, provincially,
or federally. But it has happened. (Michael)
Often, however, the reprim and is simply not necessary to encourage workers to
be careful regarding their actions and reputations. PLSAs also dem onstrated a
measure of empathy for their employers, as good employees are wont to do,
particularly with respect to protecting the reputation and legitimacy of the
agency:
So anyway, we’ve been silenced or asked not to, and really all the
organization is saying, in their defense is “don’t do it in our name; do what
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you w ant in your own.” ... I would do it all as a manager, with permission.
(Elizabeth)
Governmentality, therefore, is not simply a technique deployed to ensure that
citizens/workers regulate themselves in order to maximize their potential “as
resources to be fostered, to be used and to be optimized” (Dean, 1999:20), but
also to minimize the risk and maximize the reputation of funders and the social
service agencies together.
professional

conduct,

The worker is made both responsible for her own

her

own

reputation,

and

the

reputation

of the

agency/funder unit. The good reputation of the profession in turn allows it to
maximize its influence over individuals outside of the profession, (i.e. social
work’s “client base”) to increase the opportunity to “enable” other individuals to
take up similar subjectivities.

S ocial W o rk ers as E xp erts in E n terp rise C ulture
Professions are also implicated in governance and governmentality. They
are not only implicated through disciplining subjects, reproducing an ethic of
self-governance and constructing a particular subjectivity of citizenship but also:
The m odern professions and disciplines have always been implicated in
the question of government... They became implicated in governing
conduct by contributing to the problem of government by virtue of their
own demands, by articulating and mobilizing the demands of other social
groups, and by solving problems via the expertise they provided (Isin,
2002:237).
Professions such as social work are critical in mobilizing particular subjectivities
in the interest of the state. In the following section I will engage in a more indepth discussion of how social work, in particular, participates in the
mobilization of the entrepreneurial self in enterprise culture, both with respect to
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the individuals whose lives social workers intervene, and social workers
themselves.
With respect to governmentality, government is seen as the community of
free,

autonom ous,

self-regulating

individuals

with

an

emphasis

on

responsibilization of individuals as moral agents (Rose, 1999). Social workers
consequently occupy a complex role in governmentality, straddling both sides of
this conception of government by engaging in their own self-regulation and
encouraging the self-regulation of others.

Social workers, by virtue of their

positions and use of “professional judgm ent” (Reich, 2002) use both reward and
punishm ent to enable clients to govern themselves; they encourage clients to
engage in a similar subjectivity as they do as social workers when regulating
themselves through lifelong learning and the pursuit of continuing competency.
Isin suggests that:
...it is very difficult to untangle strategies and technologies that professions
assemble to form and govern themselves from those assembled to
constitute and govern others... As the professions govern themselves, they
reorient virtues that arise from governing themselves toward governing
others. Thus, the virtues of being a professional gradually perm eate the
virtues of being a citizen and the vices of being a stranger, an outsider and
an alien (2002:249).
Nowhere is this trend more prevalent than in programs like Ontario Works,
which uses m andatory training and job placements to regulate those receiving
social assistance, with the expressed goal of turning the “passive welfare
recipient” into the active job-seeker/job-holder (Moffat, 1999).
The active job-seeker is equated with the active, productive citizen; in fact,
much of the discourse around citizenship is constructed around notions of
Citizenship tied to productivity - specifically wage labour (Walters, 1997). Social
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workers, as well as other “helping professionals” are charged with the task of
inculcating particular virtues in particular “classes.”

In fact, social workers’

identities and citizenships are often overwhelmingly tied up in a “professional
duty” to help (i.e. fix) “others.” Using normalizing judgm ent, Isin suggests that
these “disciplinary professions”:
...became mediating and effective agents for articulating the virtues of
bourgeois citizenship, and these virtues were deployed as yardsticks for
those who lacked them...These strategies and technologies ...[are
connected] up with various procedures and apparatuses of correction,
inculcation and disposition...citizenship was constituted as an attainable
goal...rather than as an unattainable ideal (2002:229-230).
These strategies, taken up by social workers are used both to m onitor individuals
receiving social assistance, as well as have subjects take up particular
subjectivities in the interest of the State. The State cannot do this work on its
own and so the disciplinary professions are enlisted to undertake these strategies
as well. As Valverde notes:
...states may have a monopoly over the legitimate use of force, and may
therefore be in a privileged position to enforce rules about behaviour, but
the state can only make its citizens internalize certain values if it has the
full and active cooperation of the family and of voluntary organizations
(1991:23-24).
For this reason, it is essential for the state to enlist the efforts of a well-developed
social services system to m aintain a close eye on subjects in its respective
jurisdictions, and actively work to enable subjects to take up particular strategies
on their own. Professional ethics as espoused by social work are constituted as
“universal norms of conduct” and citizenship, and those who “either fail or refuse
to uphold these virtues...[are] subject to reformation, cure, incarceration,
imprisonm ent and the like” (Isin, 2002:240).

People are expected to m aintain
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their homes in a particular way, raise their children in a socially acceptable
manner, and conduct themselves at work (or at their work placement)
productively. W hen individuals transgress these boundaries and norms, they are
subject to intervention - and certainly we see some participants living on social
assistance being “subjected to reform ,” for example by being asked to fill
num erous forms detailing their finances, or being required to take on volunteer
placements even when those placements conflict with a few hours of work at the
factory, in the stories they tell during the interviews of this project.
Moreover, the use of normalizing judgm ent operating through both
reward and punishm ent also creates hierarchies and formulations of true
knowledge (Foucault, 1979).

This form ulation of “true knowledge,” not only

mobilizes status between groups, but also can create a hierarchy among different
types of social workers, of knowledges, of competencies, of specializations and of
rankings:
Normalizing judgm ent acts to form ulate ‘true’ knowledge, to mobilize
those to be afforded status, privilege and affiliation, to indicate
memberships of a social group and to socially classify and distribute
individuals within hierarchies across [and within] ranks (Edwards,
2002:362).
In this way, lifelong learning is generated by, and generates, a competition
between workers, whereby workers vie for “legitimate knowledge” (Edwards and
Nicoll, 2004).

Workers attem pt to identity, isolate and then undertake the

“right” kinds of learning - often clinical, regularized workshops, focusing on
“proper practice” with different populations in different scenarios. This particular
form of engagement in professional development is not only a facet of Deleuze’s
“control society” but it also shapes social work in a particular m anner, which at
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once constrains and enables opportunities for the practice of social work. It also
reinforces certain understandings of professionalization, whereby workers shift
their priorities in order to appear professional:
...in the community I worry about my reputation professionally. I don’t
want what I say to be used against me professionally. And in the
community I sometimes don’t w ant to speak on issues because I get too
emotional about them (i.e. anti-poverty). (Julia)
Julia’s comment can be understand as an illustration of the ways in which
workers can to buy into the myth of the distanced and m easured professional.
This myth ensures that certain forms of practice and knowledge are legitimated,
often in the interest of the neo-liberal state. Like Mark, Julia is a young person
taking up a responsibilized subjectivity early in her life and career. In fact, as
people in their twenties and thirties, they have grown up in advanced liberalism,
so perhaps this early take up of an entrepreneurial subjectivity is not surprising.

C o n stitu tin g O urselves: Id e n titie s a n d S u b jectivities
W hen confronting the challenges of feeling controlled, insecure and
restricted in an enterprise culture, different agencies and workers take up
different positions in negotiating these tensions. While some take the position
that their advocacy, regardless of how intense or targeted it m ight be was not
activism, other participants hedge on this issue a bit. Depending on the context,
workers would define their interactions and approaches differently, indicating a
measure of flexibility in their personal and professional philosophies. While this
might look like a liberal approach to practice, their constructions seem to be
more complex than that, particularly since their responses indicate an awareness
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of inequities and injustice (for the m ost part) and the hedging occurs
predominantly when discussing targets and tactics.
One reoccurring them e is the tension between community and individual
advocacy. Many of the agencies recognized the links and importance between the
two, but often did not position themselves with the luxury of being able to take up
both positions and forms of resistance. Most workers dem onstrated a concern
with social justice, empowerment and equality, for example:
I guess [that what drives me is] a bit of a passion for fair and equality and
equal opportunity if that's what you mean by how I approach it. That's
what drives me the, ability to sometimes when you get really lucky you can
even help somebody ju st a little... [sometimes I can do something that]
fixes something for someone. [For example, helping them to m aintain
their housing or secure income or food for the m onth.] Not that we fix it
but we help them to fix it; and you feel a little bit like your work is enabling
them to have something fixed. (Elizabeth)
While most of the focus on individual advocacy was set up as their “proper focus”
and what agencies are “there for,” many of the participants also indicated that
part of their hesitation was as a result of maintaining relationships that facilitate
their individual advocacy. For example, they are unwilling to sacrifice networks
that help ODSP applications become fast-tracked when necessary, for community
action, even when it is ostensibly m eant to be supportive of ODSP applicants and
recipients. Part of the social justice project is ensuring high quality services for
community members. This them e came up throughout the interviews. Michael,
for example, explains how he is hesitant to do anything that might negatively
affect relationships or funding down the line:
...our approach just tends to be more individually focused. So if we can
support an individual in their fight to get the assistance that they require
because of their own personal circumstances, then we will do that. So it’s
more from a case-management perspective I guess... But we won’t just
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jum p on any social issue or action without us having some experience or
direct link with that. So raising the rates kind of idea, we will comment on
why people might find themselves in a [bad situation] because those rates
are so low, but we’re not ju st going to jum p on th at and say let’s push for
more rates. We would say let’s push for more information to make those
sorts of decisions, to help formulate those decisions. Yeah we’re a bit
passive that way.
And, later in that conversation:
If there’s an agency that we’re working with that wants to go public about
something, make a statem ent against the government, for example, I get
really nervous when I feel like I don’t have enough information to feel
that’s true. Not to say th at’s not true, but we ju st don’t want to jum p on
that bandwagon... Is th at going to affect our funding, affect the
relationship down the road? It all leads back to that relationship sort of
thing. Is speaking out going to affect our relationship? Anytime there’s a
hot issue there’s that concern. Also, that we’ll be misunderstood. So for
example, this is the issue, but people will take it that the criticism is
against an agency, but it isn’t. Same thing with the funder, they may feel
like you are condemning them, but it’s really a multi-faceted issue th at’s
the problem. So you go, oooohhhhhhh, who’s going to yell at me now? Be
afraid, be very afraid.
Here, Michael reconstitutes group action as thoughtless and going with the flow;
he also outlines why he is not inclined to act collectively with others. In this way,
he and other workers expressed hesitation to speak out on issues for fear of
reprisal and diminished relationship-building.
At the same time, some participants seemed willing to take stands when
necessary. Workers gave examples of times when they spoke out because they
felt it was absolutely necessary.

But part of the challenge for workers and

agencies is “picking the right battles:”
So you constantly have to find ways to work around it. Some things you do
go for, but you have to hold it for those big things... You really want to
reserve the big guns for the big issues. (Elizabeth)
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In these moments where agency workers have to dem onstrate courage, they
recognize that it is not an easy task, and seem forgiving of themselves when they
are unable to take risks:
So, there’s a certain comfort level because we’re an independent charity,
and we know we have to take risks to do the right thing. But I won’t say
that the other part of the gulp, and the insecurity isn’t there. Because it is.
I don’t m ean to imply th at any of this is easy, but you have to keep
questioning yourself, you have to keep moving (Michael).
Perhaps this attitude results from the culture and expectations of social service
agencies. A certain degree of deference is expected from workers to the agency,
and clients to the worker. “Good” clients and workers defer to authority, and are
consequently accorded more or less autonomy based on their levels of deference.
This permission-seeking and relinquishing of genuine personal autonomy is
demanded to achieve “success,” increase one’s resources and ability to move.
While this constitution of the self may seem particularly problematic, it
does provide some room to move for participants in term s of negotiating their
ways through a difficult system th at at once seems constraining and freeing. On
the flip side, it gives a bit of room to move because it gives workers and people
living on social assistance the ability to constitute themselves as “good” and
useful based on what their actions are, in this case if one is doing a good job,
providing the best service possible or continually looking for work, they can
continue to feel good about the work they are doing. As Rose suggests:
Enterprise also provides a rationale for the structuring of the lives of
individuals to become, as it were, entrepreneurs of themselves, shaping
their own lives through the choices they make among the forms of life
available to them (Rose 1990:226).
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In this way, the connection between the workers and the people receiving
assistance is not entirely the funding/incom e and the concomitant feelings of
being watched. Rather we can draw upon Rose’s notion of the entrepreneurial
self to understand the tension, the connection, is also that we are all capitalizing
on ourselves all of the time, reinforced by the income (for both groups) and
funding delivery mechanisms.
Participants also spoke about the desire to not be controlled. For example,
Lindsay suggested that, “It’s not fair that one person should have somebody on
their back like th at.” This desire is also part of the ethos of the entrepreneurial
self because it assumes that the “good” and productive person can govern herself.
This person is a responsible, moral citizen and can self-govern herself as such.
This ethos is not only found in the social service agency worker. The techniques
of welfare try to foster this ethos in recipients, and recipients, through their talk,
showed that they have been successfully mobilized in these ways. Moreover, the
current business model of nonprofits further confirms this direction towards an
entrepreneurial kind of social work that values m arkets of output and client
choice. By having mobilized these notions of the self-governing individual, it is
clear that these constitutions are m utually reinforcing.

Even though there is

some pushback against this, the culture is increasingly supportive of a m arketmodel down to the clients and workers (Hough, 1999).
In this way, the operations of power are more complex than the
panopticon/eye of power, which I spoke about in the introduction and first
chapter.

It is also more than a fear or aversion to dependency, which some

authors have suggested (Fraser and Gordon, 1994). While the rhetoric around
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dependency and the protestant work ethic is an integral part of this ethos, it does
not explain the whole picture. The reason why dependency is really interesting
when it comes to the entrepreneurial self is that dependency seems to be the
opposite of the entrepreneurial self, and is thus vilified. It serves as the shadow to
reinforce the foreground through dividing practices. Fraser and Gordon (1994)
see dependency as problematic in term s of its development, but this
understanding of its interplay with the entrepreneurial self gives a new spin on an
old concept, that again, gets mobilized when necessary.

We are activated in

particular ways by governmentality and particular ethos. Discipline is mobilized
when governmentality does not work. While we often use discipline to think
about our place in the world, there are other operations that complicate this
picture.

W hat gets really tricky is the operations of resistance in an enterprise

culture.

Resistance and governance techniques are in relationship with one

another, and both are acts of power in power relations.

Both social service

agency workers and people living on social assistance spoke about everyday
modes of resistance and constitutions of selves that speak out against injustice. I
will explore these multiple negotiations in the next chapter.
Hitherto, I have investigated the ways in which funding and income shape
the day-to-day realities of participants. I have argued that in advanced liberal
societies people living on social assistance and people working for social service
agencies are encouraged to take up active citizenships to maximize their
potential, including maximizing their potential funding and income. I have used
the entrepreneurial self as an example of the technologies available for molding
citizens in governmentality. Discipline and surveillance also play an im portant
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role in shaping participants, and are particularly effective when governance
techniques are not. In the next chapter, I will move into a discussion about
resistances, specifically regarding the ways in which participants take up resistant
practices in an advanced liberal society.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESISTANCE

Up to this point I have examined some of the ways in which funding and
income are distributed and managed to create certain effects and encourage
people working at social service agencies and people living on social assistance to
take up subjectivities that are coded as productive and useful in the neo-liberal
society.

I have also argued that the technique of the entrepreneurial self is

mobilized to ensure that citizens take up subjectivities in the interest of advanced
liberalism.

I am now going to turn my attention to the m anifestation and

undertakings of resistance.

From a Foucauldian perspective, power and

resistance are intertwined and shape one another. Power can generate, produce,
confront and manage resistance; resistance can also stimulate technologies of
power to organize, adapt and multiply (Foucault, 1991; Knights and Vurdubakis,
1994:179). These however are not two separate operations interacting with one
another - indeed acts of resistance are acts of power. This understanding of
power and resistance does not erase the possibilities of the engagement in power
relations for the purpose of domination, but offers a complicated look at their
operations. It is the Foucauldian perspective that I will use in the discussion of
techniques of resistance adopted by workers in social service agencies as well as
people living on social assistance.

I will argue that while the nature of

governmentality has expanded and shifted with new technological operations and
advances in computer and other surveillance and discipline “aides,” so too have
the terrain and modes of resistance (Gilliom, 1999).

The interdependencies

between power and resistance have enhanced the possibilities for disruptions and
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new understandings of the broad forms of resistance (Knights and Vurdubakis,
1994; O’Connell-Davidson, 1994; Gottfried, 1994; Gilliom, 1999) -

both

official/organized and unofficial resistance which can sometimes even manifest
in playful “m isbehaviour” for the purposes of resistance (Shepard, 2005).
Building upon my argum ent regarding the entrepreneurial self in Chapter
3, the need to be the best citizen, the best worker or the best community member,
and because of these enclosures, to engage in “bad” types of resistance is to not
capitalize on oneself or to work within certain constructed codes of ethics.
Because there are boundaries around different forms of resistance, and dividing
practices which code them as “good” or “bad,” even if the “illegitimate” forms are
more useful, effective or congruent in helping us to achieve their desired effects subjects will still, m ore often than not, highlight their engagement in legitimate
resistance and stay silent about their illegitimate forms.

This can also be

understood as self-protection or preservation. There is safety in the move to not
perform these “illegitimate” activities because there is no chance of integrating
these negative aspects into a continuous understanding of the self. Instead these
are conceptualized as moves that are not consistent with the understanding of the
self, and are forced by a system of injustice.
Even though

individuals might engage in

everyday “illegitimate”

resistance, by not giving legitimacy to this resistance and not coding it as
resistance, they continue to reinforce notions of what legitimate and illegitimate
forms of resistance are even though they might actually be acting on both sides of
that coin.
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D ivid in g P ra ctices
Foucault speaks about dividing practices as discursive exclusions and
boundaries that shape our ability to understand and our selves and places in
context (Foucault, 1991). We all engage in dividing practices and notions of those
activities and beliefs that we constitute as productive/unproductive and even
good/bad. Throughout the conversations that took place in this study, it became
clear that participants, while diverse in many of their beliefs, shared common
notions of what are useful and less useful forms of resistance, what are more
productive uses of their time, and the m ost effective means of getting their needs
met. While these notions were commonly shared, they would shift, open up and
change throughout our discussions.

W hat became clear as I spoke with

individuals about their engagement in resistance, most engaged in a dividing
practice of good (official) versus bad (unofficial) resistance. Participants policed
those boundaries, working to acknowledge, in particular, their engagement in
official resistance (talking to one’s MP, voting, writing letters to the editor) while
distancing their talk from the moments in which they engaged in unofficial forms
of resistance, for example moving money around in accounts, getting family
members to cover for them (Lindsay), obscuring information from authorities by
“doing a spouse in the house” (Robin). W hat is more intriguing, is that not only
did participants relate these dividing practices to themselves and their
constitution of their own citizenship, bu t also applied these practices to others in
order to set themselves apart from the flock.
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Official/Good fo rm s o f resistance
When engaging in a dividing practice, participants would set apart what is
perceived as good/official/legitimate resistance from bad/unofficial/illegitim ate
resistance.

I found that in our conversations, participants and I would often

define good resistance as the type of resistance represented as a marker for
citizenship in the media, imbued with liberal values of engagement.

For

example, these activities might include lobbying one’s MP or MPP, writing a
letter to the editor, and speaking at a city council meeting.

This type of

engagement might constitute the behaviour of liberal activists.

Participants

would speak about what they might do if they perceived a situation to be unfair or
unjust. Marie, for example, said that when something was unfair her agency
would, “through written and formal requests, try to have funding from main
funders increased” if they felt their funding was insufficient. Others might talk to
the manager of social services if they thought that their worker was being unfair.
Sarah suggested that she and her friends refused to stop at one worker, and often
demanded to speak with the head of social services.

Another participant

illustrated her use of the official avenues of resistance: “appeal, appeal, appeal”
(Robin).
Mostly, participants indicated that they found these avenues frustrating
and usually ineffective. Occasionally, they will have a small success, but mostly
admitted, “there’s not much you can do” (Mark) and “it is an exercise in
frustration and a waste of tim e” (Marie). However, as these are the sanctioned
forms of resistance that people have access to, they are used again and again
despite their perceived lack of success.

I would argue that this is partially
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because these practices constitute our notion of citizenship. The active citizen
participates fully in the democratic process via the channels available to her. She
will go to the legal centre or write to her MP or MPP in an effort to fight for her
rights. In this way, these channels are both set up and reinforced as the official
ways in which to pursue fairness and social justice. Their legitimation by the
State (including funding bodies and social service agencies) is reinscribed by
their active use by citizens and complainants (Cruikshank, 1999).
Furthermore, these channels are not only avenues to citizenship, but are
conflated with its co-virtues, pride and dignity. Participants were eager to share
their active engagement in normative citizenship, particularly when they came
away from that engagement with even the smallest feeling of satisfaction.
Although often frustrated, participants typically have not received much in the
way of punishm ent when pursuing justice through official channels. Where they
have received negative feedback from a complaint or rights agitation (particularly
with respect to the appeals process in the social assistance system), they were
often m et with equal congratulations and support from allies and supporters. For
example, while welfare workers might make life more difficult for an individual
fighting an overpayment decision, this individual does receive some measure of
support and encouragement from

advocates (typically with institutional

legitimacy, such as a community legal centre) supporting her appeal.
Additionally, the discourse of citizenship supports a notion of citizens resisting,
through legitimate channels, against unjust government policies, and rights talk
significantly influences this discourse.
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W hat was also interesting was how participants constructed individuals as
active community members.

Here we have the notion of the active self as a

productive and useful subjectivity. Participants, in their talk, would discuss the
importance of participating actively in society and fighting for one’s rights (or
one’s client’s rights) even when th at agitation was not empirically effective.
Part of the importance of these official forms of resistance is that they are
the types of power that all of us feel that we have access to at one point or
another. We imagine that our rights of citizenship entitle us to speak up for
ourselves when something is unfair. Even if these types of engagements can be
frustrating, and might not yield the results that we were hoping for, they are
valued in community and citizenship narratives as an appropriate use of one’s
energies against injustice. They support the system as legitimate and fair - as
long as people participate in these legitimate channels, the organization/system
is legitimated. Not surprisingly these are often liberal forms of resistance, and
while

raising awareness,

are

not

too troublesome

for the

neo-liberal

establishment, because they do not challenge notions of the active self.

The

citizen who continually capitalizes on herself engages in self-improvement
activities wherever she can, and certainly we can see that participating actively
and being a good community m em ber in whatever form that takes as part of an
active constitution of the self (Cruikshank, 1999; Rose, 1999). So, in fact, these
moments of resistance, while useful and important, particularly for people who
feel disenfranchised at the same time are no great challenge to neo-liberal
demands for an active constitution of the self because they are seemingly
productive and engaged.

This constitution of active citizenship draws upon
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notions of the free and autonom ous individual; citizens have the freedom to
resist, thus reinforcing the myth of democracy (Rose, 1999). Even in moments
that seem less productive, for example an occupation of City Hall, these types of
engagements in the community are also perceived as at least agitating for justice
and community. W hen these movements are painted as destructive it is at this
moment that they become unofficial, illegitimate or “bad” forms of resistance, if
they are constructed as resistance at all.
Unofficial/Bad fo rm s o f resistance
Even though individuals seemed happy to point to situations in which they
engaged in fighting what they perceived to be injustice, which is something that
many people do, they were also careful to distance themselves from what they
perceived to be unofficial or illegitimate forms of resistance, those activities
constructed as unproductive or even destructive in some situations. Not only did
they distance themselves by colouring these types of activities as less than
desirable survival tactics rather than resistance, and I will speak more about this
later in the chapter, but they were also quick to point to other people who
engaged in this type of resistance, and to frame those m om ents as not strategic or
unproductive.

This was particularly prom inent with respect to social service

workers.
For example, when discussing what they felt were illegitimate or unofficial
forms of resistance, social service workers would characterize these moments as
destructive behaviour rather than resistance. When I asked participants what
they do when they think something is unfair, participants would discuss their
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official resistance, and distance themselves from unofficial resistance. This is one
of the ways in which individuals can police the boundaries of resistance. Michael,
in particular, suggested that while he “[doesn’t] criticize people who are activists,
[he] can’t support them... [he] can’t support activities that are just destructive.”
In this way, while the local coalition against poverty has very effectively put anti
poverty issues on the agenda for the past num ber of years, Michael paints the
group as destructive or ineffective, despite later articulating support for the goals
of the organization.
Moreover, workers, at different points in their speech, articulate empathy
with radical anti-poverty groups and their purposes. In fact, although the local
anti-poverty organization had challenged most of the agencies represented in this
study, workers rem ained supportive, if wary, of its work. As Michael suggested,
“I like the nam e.” This suggests that workers feel that a multi-pronged strategy
for social justice is im portant, although they feel that they are not in a position to
join the group in its efforts for various reasons:
It’s obvious that the rates need to be raised. But in order to participate in
the local initiative, you have to partner with an organization that has b u rn t
you badly... we don’t trust the organization not to speak out publicly
against us like they did before without even asking us if what they were
saying was correct. And it wasn’t. (Elizabeth)
Organizing the political and social terrain such that those who are engaging in
radical activity, in particular setting up those activities as “not really doing m uch”
(Mark), or even “just destructive” and unproductive (Michael), differentiates the
approaches used by each group from each other, creating a boundary between the
tactics.

These

characterizations.

boundaries

are

protected

by

discursive

shifts

and

While these comments do create boundaries, they do not
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necessarily represent individuals’ values. While our values inform our narratives
and actions, in these types of discussion, context is also a constraining force th at
can limit the possibility to act in accordance with ones beliefs. The terrain is
slippery, and so while participants might be understandably hesitant in aligning
themselves with certain groups, these boundaries effectively shut down
opportunities for imagining “acceptable” resistance outside of constructed
boundaries, ultimately limiting possibilities for resistant practices.
Participants not only engage in this type of competitive discourse with
respect to radical groups, or groups that they perceive to be unlike them. In fact,
people who work for social service agencies and people living on social assistance
also set themselves apart from those “like them .” Michael discussed how his
agency was “better th an ” other agencies:
I mean as arrogant as this may sound we are very open to that. My
experience is that most agencies are not. They're very closed, very tight
m outhed about things... I can tell you th at this agency has been, I w ant to
say been screwed by that, and maybe that's a little strong... I have been in a
position where we have provided money for other agencies, we've put
money on the table, where we've provided because it's so necessary for the
community. But I don't witness that very often from other agencies. And I
understand why. Everybody's in self-preservation mode ... there's a lot
more competition even for the donated dollar. And with that comes some
really cutthroat activities... And I’m saying about sounding a bit arrogant
is because it’s a fight not to play the same game. I m ean it’s a tendency, so
I’m not criticizing anyone for doing it because I understand. We all have a
natural sense of self-defense, but I think that’s what puts us in the hole
sometimes... But th at’s why if you could talk openly at a table with
everybody feeling... but that’s a trust issue too.
Here Michael differentiates his agency from other agencies. In this way, agencies
are encouraged to compete in subtle ways that makes collaboration and coalitions
difficult. This barrier is useful for a neo-liberal project as it also hinders the
ability for us to be self-reflective and critical, because to do so might make us
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vulnerable to the criticism of others, which is threatening because it forces us to
appear uncertain or to be critically self-reflexive. This worker is not alone in his
perceptions - in fact, almost all of the individuals working for social service
agencies that I spoke with indicated that they found other agencies in the
community to be territorial and competitive. At times, agencies will collaborate,
but these collaborations are often guarded. Interestingly, funding is being geared
more and more towards partnerships, while funders are encouraging competition
between agencies (because of increasingly unstable, m eager and insecure
funding). In this way, there are inconsistencies between funder goals and the
effects of strategies. This results in inconsistencies in the ways in which agency
people negotiate relationships with one another. These comments also speak to a
dividing practice of more effective (often framed as legitimate) and less effective
(often framed as illegitimate) activities of resistance.
Finally, people would talk about their own illegitimate resistance as nonresistance, and instead nam e those moves as “survival tactics.” Part of this move
is again about dividing practices and how we define certain aspects of our lives,
the ways in which we police those boundaries by definition, and how we set
ourselves apart from certain individuals and activities, goals and causes, and
products by our speech and our defining of those moments and spaces.

P o licin g B o u n d a ries
People engage in dividing practices by policing the boundaries around
official and unofficial forms of resistance. Some scholars suggest that individuals
engage in defining boundaries of resistance (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994:181).
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By m aintaining and reinforcing beliefs about what constitutes legitimate and
illegitimate forms of resistance, participants maneuver a slippery terrain of
comfort and discomfort around their actions and the actions of others.
Citizenship often occupies the space of these “good form s” of resistance: going to
talk to your MP, writing a letter to your funder, making an official complaint to
your workers; these are framed as legitimate forms of resistance against
perceived injustices. They can be thought about as fighting for one’s rights or
engaging in legitimate forms of action - they are the sorts of actions that a legal
centre or a national advocacy body might suggest that individuals take up. Even
participating in a m arch or sit-in falls into these forms.
Moreover there are other types of actions that participants talk about hiding pockets of money away, working under the table, taking and not claiming
gifts and shifting money around in their budgets. Because these are outside of
the boundaries of “legitimate” forms of resistance, even though they are
resistance, and people in their speech move towards thinking about these sorts of
activities as resistance, but then step away from them.

They frame these

activities as resistant while also shying away from the words, because they are
typically made to feel bad about having to do these types of things and feeling
forced to undertake these everyday resistant activities. While people will say, “I
have to do this to survive” or “I have to do this to keep this program afloat,” it is
almost as if there is an impetus to have to do it, but not a willingness to do it
solely because it is the right thing to do. There seems to be a feeling of guilt
associated with these movements/actions. This is resistance to the very notion of
resisting. In this way resistance is conceived of as an active choice in opposition
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to injustice while survival is seen as a necessity, conceptualized as undertaken
because one does not have any other options.

Professionalism
Isin suggests that the disciplinary professions (such as social work) have
been “mediating and effective agents for articulating the virtues of bourgeois
citizenship, and these virtues were deployed as yardsticks for assessing the
conduct of those who lacked them ” (2002:229).

Although he speaks of this

phenomenon historically, neo-liberal governmentality continues to make use of
these disciplinary techniques in the control society.

One of the virtues of

bourgeois citizenship articulated by participants throughout the process was a
notion of professionalism, however loosely defined. I found that professionalism
seemed to be a continuous thread throughout our talks, and even when subtle,
was a guiding principle with respect to resistance and modes of engagement.
Participants working for social service agencies seemed especially concerned
about appearing professional or protecting their professional reputations when
engaging in or contemplating resistance. For many of us, this consideration leads
us to a perpetual feeling of, in the words of one participant, not feeling “prepared
to take a public position” and sometimes even a hesitation to “go for something
privately” (Elizabeth).

Here there is a cleavage between the personal and

professional which draws on a notion of professional as dispassionate, objective,
apolitical, separate and removed. Agencies often encourage their workers not to
express their

political views

on

a

current event,

using

the

professionalism as being in danger if the worker becomes politicized.
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This ethos is pervasive in the social services and participants spoke of the
importance

of

conducting

oneself

“professionally.”

Definitions

of

professionalism were not necessarily informed by rigid codes of conduct,
enforced by the College or the law, but instead slippery notions of how one
properly conducts oneself (i.e. getting “all the facts before acting,” often not
acting at all, speaking diplomatically, vetting permission before speaking out on
an issue, using caution, and choosing one’s battles very carefully). Throughout
our discussions it became very clear that service workers, in particular, were less
constrained by the regulation of mangers and funders, and more strictly
regulating themselves through notions of professionalism. The way that an ethos
of professionalism relates to policing boundaries is that as workers conceptualize
themselves as distant and professional, particularly when they think of
themselves as more professional than their colleagues, and they value that
professionalism highly, it becomes a defining feature of their practice. Any move
th at does not seem to fit into that professional space (rightly or wrongly) becomes
off-limit

to

their

practices,

constraining

opportunities

for

movement.

Additionally, we define boundaries between ourselves and those whom we
consider to be outside of our borders of professionalism.

These boundaries

therefore shape opportunities for relationship and m olding power relations.
Similarly, notions of caution and conducting oneself respectfully and
properly shape the moves of individuals living on social assistance.

Most

participants spoke of using the “proper channels” to pursue justice, taking up
m any of the same virtues articulated by a social service mode of professionalism
- “polite persistence,” (Robin) careful documentation, and addressing problems
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as they arise as factually as possible. This conduct of conduct shapes possibilities
for resistance, since participants are likely to restrict their activities within the
boundaries of what they consider to be legitimate.

At the same time when

pushing the boundaries by resisting, for example obscuring information by
“doing a spouse in the house” (Robin) or subm itting multiple appeals within the
sanctioned process, “appeal, appeal, appeal,” systems further develop their
technologies of surveillance (Hier, 2003).

In this way, resistance and

surveillance shape one another. When we regulate our behaviour within what we
consider to be appropriate boundaries, boundaries are reinforced and shaped we are regulated by boundaries and we in turn regulate them .

In this way,

boundaries, resistance and surveillance are contingent and operate in relation to
one another.

Being Strategic and Following Rules
One of these moves of setting oneself apart from others is to code one’s
resistance as strategic. W hen speaking with people working in social service
agencies and people living on social assistance, participants described themselves
as taking particular actions because they wanted to be strategic. Following rules
and shaping one’s resistance such that it falls into normalized codes of action and therefore is coded as legitimate, productive, good and useful - was one way
in which to ensure that one’s practices are within the legitimate bounds of
resistance or avenues of having one’s voice heard (i.e. the legal system, talking to
one’s MP, or going through the appeals process for funding or income assistance
decisions).

At the same time, because these notions are often complicated and
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contradictory, some participants also indicated that they take pride in “pushing
the envelope” further than others. Therefore, while m any participants spoke of
their moves as strategic, strategy took diverse forms.
Across the board, people spoke about their moves as being strategic and
the actions of others who did not necessarily follow rules in the same way as not
strategic. At once practices were both coded as legitimate and productive, but
they are also coded as the most appropriate in the context. People often want to
feel that the actions that they take are the best possible actions in that m oment
and can argue that the moves m ade in any m om ent are contextually appropriate.
W hat is interesting is that all of the participants coded each of their moves as
strategic, and they often equated following rules and using the acceptable,
institutionally sanctioned moves for resistance as the most strategic modes of
resistance.
Following rules does not always entail following written laws, workplace
policies or professional codes of conduct, but rather extends to following the
directives or suggestions of an authority; for example, doing what one’s boss or
Board of Directors tells them to do, or listening to one’s worker. For example, all
of the individuals that I spoke with who work for social service agencies
suggested that regardless of their resistant action, they would “obtain
permission” (in various forms) from their supervisor or Board of Directors,
before they took any action. They would speak about their responsibility to the
Board or to the agency, and the ways in which this plays out in their ability to
take action without permission. In the words of Marie, “If I were to do something
for [the agency], I would talk to the Board.” While this “vetting” can be framed in
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term s of expected accountability to one’s employer or the community via the
Board of Directors, we can also rethink these requests for permission as a way to
be strategic as well.

What this means is that while Marie has competing

understandings of, and possibly wishes for, what she needs as a worker. On one
hand she speaks of the need for autonomy and on the other hand she speaks of
the importance of constantly checking with her supervisor or Board, places
workers like herself in an interesting double bind, where they relinquish much of
their autonomy in order to be strategic. In this way, even though one can argue
that this is an im portant measure of accountability, workers further place
themselves under the surveillance of the Board. W orkers place themselves in a
double bind that both removes the responsibility from themselves for radical
resistance (even if they want to resist in a radical way) because Boards are often
unlikely to sanction radical action, while at the same tim e framing this vetting as
necessary in order to m aintain a space in which (radical) resistance remains
possible. Therefore people working for social service agencies, in particular, have
a very interesting paradox that they create for themselves but that is also created
for them in a variety of ways.
Marie is not alone in this feeling - certainly all of the workers expressed a
desire to be autonomous while at the sam6 time vetting everything by the Board.
This desired autonomy is, after all, one of the key values of neo-liberal
governmentality (Rose, 1999; Foucault, 1991). Again, it does have this interesting
paradox whereby workers give up their autonomy to be “accountable” (however
much we think Boards of Directors are accountable), while at the same time
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suggesting that this relinquishing of autonomy also secures the possibility for
future resistance.
In this way we can see that participants use dividing practices to decide in
what ways they will participate and also use those dividing practices in an effort
to place and define the boundaries around their own modes of resistance.

This

dichotomous understanding is used to classify and partialize their own actions for
justice and what kinds of spaces they fall into. This is not a neat division, under
which you fall in one box or another — this is a very slippery terrain. We see
slippages in terms of people’s conceptions of what is legitimate and what is
illegitimate organizing and resistance.

With this slippery terrain we see that

there is no homogenous or continuous understanding of what resistance looks
like when it is effective. This is a hard space to navigate and possibly explains
some of the inconsistencies in the ways in which people will advocate for
themselves and those around them , and will move throughout their lives and
careers between different understandings and positions. Because the terrain and
practices are slippery, the ways in which we engage in resistance are not simple
and easy to define. In a lot of ways, because our conceptions are not continuous,
it becomes difficult to organize a cohesive understanding of the ways in which
one advocates for oneself - which also makes it difficult to solidly identify when
we are taking up certain notions of ourselves and the ways in which we govern
ourselves, and the ways in which we resist.

These concepts work together

dialectically to help us constitute ourselves, our resistance, and the ways in which
we take action.
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Moreover, these moves are contextual. W hen we are careful about the
ways in which we take action, often in order to protect ourselves, because we may
be afraid of being punished (both in the case of people living on social assistance
and people working for social service agencies) certainly there is a fear of making
one’s politics known. Here, one person living in poverty suggests that she would
wear a political button:
...because it initiates discussion. But I would have to be judicial about
where and when I wore it. I wouldn’t want to initiate discussion with
certain people. But yeah, I get political. (Robin)
This is a move to protect herself, but it also sends a message about the ways in
which she make moves to resist or not resist, and the ways in which it is not
simply about being overt about one’s politics in order to stand up for herself.
Sometimes, standing up for oneself means not wearing that political button.
Therefore, when not wearing the political button gets coded as political
squeamishness or apathy, these moves have to he understood as contextual.
Consequently, when people are framed as dependent on certain types of income
and funding, this “dependency” makes it difficult to move and resist in particular
social sanctioned ways, and it also makes it difficult to resist - which may also
explain some of these slippages.
It also means, in some ways, that sometimes revealing one’s politics can be
dangerous. In the words of Elizabeth, “you need to choose your battles.”

Later

in the interview, Elizabeth provides context for the meaning of this statem ent she suggests that not only do you have to protect your spaces for resistance, you
have to choose the battles that help you protect the interests of your clients and
your agency - and your personal interest in m aintaining a wage. Some of these
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citizenship,

resistance,

and

productivity shapes the terrain and can make it difficult to make a move in any
direction. Moreover, som e of the social pressures in term s of resistance (i.e. what
constitutes a good activist, what constitutes a good worker, what constitutes a
good person living in poverty) are ever-present.

When people talk about

following rules, they are not ju st speaking about laws or policies, they are also
talking about socially sanctioned understandings of resistance. What this means
is that for some groups this might mean talking to one’s MP and for others it
means occupying a government building or breaking the window at the bank.
Therefore, the ways in which people understand their own engagement in
resistance and their moves, and what that looks like and how they are governing
those moves continually, continue to conduct their conduct.

V alue in U n o fficia l R e sista n ce
The flip side of these dividing practices is thinking about what constitutes
unofficial or “illegitimate” resistance, arid how it gets constructed. I discuss a
little bit earlier in this chapter what unofficial resistance might look like in term s
of activities that typically get constituted as fraud in social assistance cases, for
example hiding money away or working under the table - and a num ber of
participants talk about engaging in this sort of behaviour. One of the interesting
themes that emerged from our conversations was that participants spoke about
unofficial resistance and the ways in which they engaged in this type of
resistance, but they were less likely to constitute it as resistance. While one might
think about hiding pockets of money away in order to put food on the table as
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resistant behaviour and as an acknowledgement that the “system” is set up in an
unfair way, this sort of engagement gets constituted instead as survival and
taking care of oneself.

Therefore this engagement, which in many contexts gets

named as unofficial resistance, in this context gets nam ed as something else something th at people have to do to survive. It is reshaped, not falling into the
discourse of resistance, even though it can often be claimed as such.

W hen

people talk about the ways in which they “fight the system,” these actions are not
what they consider to be cheating, because cheating is often viewed as deliberate
or unjustified.
Most participants living on social assistance that I spoke with said that
they “have a responsibility to take care of [themselves]” (Mark). Their anger
towards the system is not geared towards not having enough money - this was
part of the problem - but a bigger part of the issue is that they are prevented
from taking up active selves with an ability to be autonom ous and self-sustaining.
I speak a bit more about this in chapter two. In order to survive on welfare,
people talked about having to deal drugs, tell lies, moving funds, and working
under the table, and feel forced to be “dishonest”:
There is not one person right now on welfare that is not breaking the rules,
not one. It could be you, say you lost your job, you’re going to go on there,
and I’ll tell you right now, you’re going to have to tell a white lie at some
point during that interview process or you ain’t going to get shit. You have
to lie, no m atter who you are, no m atter what your code of ethics, nothing.
You have to play the game, or you’re going to get shafted. They force you
to lie, th at’s how they end up getting you. That’s why they’re always
getting people for fraud, they never charge them , they just give
overpayments because they know that they’re the [ones] in the wrong.
(Mark)
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These types of comments pop up continually throughout the transcripts. Robin
spoke about her plan to use her moving allowance without actually moving. She
talked about this in the context of exploiting the loopholes in the welfare system
- and that is one way that people would resist:
So now I’m trying to figure out how I can utilize the money for moving
without actually moving. It’s kind of off topic, but I’m trying to figure out
how to use the system, within the param eters, without cheating. These
breeches are a necessity, it’s a survival tactic, nobody’s making a profit.
People are still desperately poor and living below every line imaginable.
People talked about fraud throughout the interviews. First they talk about fraud
as something that is separate from its context, but then go on to challenge these
notions. A num ber of participants living on social assistance alluded to their
situations as not fraud because they are not making a profit off of it. Fraud gets
reshaped and contested based on the fact that people are forced to engage in
behaviour that is constituted as fraud by neo-liberal regulations - people have to
engage in it for survival so it gets reshaped as not fraud because it is necessary,
there is an impetus for it.

Mark articulated this sentiment:

“I wasn’t really

winning anything, it wasn’t fraud or nothing, I was just doing things to get things
done, at a certain tim e.” In their talk, participants living on social assistance
dem onstrate that nothing is separate from its context. While we often think of
fraud as something in and of itself, a m odern concept that can stand on its own
separate from context, it is a contextual phenomenon. Like all of these concepts - resistance, fraud, survival - it is slippery, opening up new spaces for movement
and resistance.
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In this chapter I fleshed out some of the implications of the constitution of
participants’ subjectivities with respect to resistance.

The possibilities for

resistance are multiple and complex. W hat this project seeks to achieve is an
exploration of new possibilities for resistant movement.

While we often

conceptualize resistance as operating in collectitives, in social movements, one of
the more hopeful aspects of micro-power and everyday surveillance is that they
open up possibilities for micro- and everyday resistance. Mostly I hope to leave
us with more questions than answers. If, as Rose suggests, the moves to shape
the will, desires and identities of subjects (Rose, 1999; Knights and Vurdubakis,
1994) is much more prevalent in m odern-liberal-capitalist societies than
attem pts at coercive dom ination (although we can see these acting together when
related to people living on social assistance) then how does this move and shape
resistance? How does this frame the moves that poor people and social service
workers make?

Can we trust ourselves?

Moreover, are we ju st reinforcing

governmental techniques in particular ways? While I do not have any answers to
these questions, I am hopeful that the consideration of them will broaden our
possibilities for movement and critical self-reflection.
In this chapter I discuss some of the ways in which resistance gets taken
up by participants living on social assistance and participants working in social
service agencies. In particular, I have investigated the ways in which dividing
practices construct boundaries around official and unofficial modes of resistance.
Participants police these boundaries in a m anner consistent with characteristics
associated with active citizenship and the entrepreneurial self.
possibilities for resistance can be at once expanded and limited.
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closed down by a discourse that only values official resistance associated with
“acceptable” avenues of complaint, while at the same time spaces are opened for
fragmented collectivities, who while agitating independently and often in their
own interests, still tug at disciplinary techniques and surveillance.

In the

conclusion of this thesis I will describe some possibilities for resistance that
attend to the styles of resistance that were explored in this chapter.
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Funding, income, surveillance and resistance are concepts and lived
experiences that make most people feel insecure and uncertain.

When we

consider our livelihoods or reputations to be at stake, particularly our
professional reputations, m any of us go into self-preservation mode - and this is
an experience that participants spoke of with respect to their income/funding
strings and resistance. At the heart of most of our conversations was a deep
uncertainty and insecurity about sustainable income and funding, and losing
even small pockets of money by speaking out against perceived injustice.
At the same time, throughout most of my conversations with participants,
a competing them e was laid bare: that of wanting to be understood as someone
who speaks out against injustice, one who “fights the good fight.” This them e is
not surprising given the collection of people with whom I was speaking, most
either living in poverty or working w ith/for people living in poverty - most of
whom have trouble making ends meet on their meager incomes, most of whom
face difficult circumstances every day of their lives. It is into these complexities
and difficulties that I begin to make some observations about the ways in which
we might consider future directions with respect to funding, income assistance
and resistance.

(.

I have attem pted to outline some of the reasons for this concurrent
reticence and resistance throughout the pages of this thesis, in the spirit of poststructural and critical social work analytics. This project was not developed in
such a way as to suggest sweeping recommendations or solutions to the problems
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it poses; my aim was more modest. I hoped to unpack some of the stories of a
small group of participants in order to develop a deeper understanding of the
many complex issues facing them with respect to income, funding, surveillance
and resistance.

In chapter one I looked at some of the ways in which social

service agency workers and managers negotiate daily tensions of their work,
specifically with respect to funding strings, accountability, autonomy and
surveillance.

Throughout our conversations, people working in social service

agencies illustrated these tensions, and some of the specific challenges facing
their agencies and them as workers. One of the particularly interesting themes
that came out of our discussions was a sense that issues facing agencies and
workers are much more complicated than minimal resources and increasing
demands on those resources.

Therefore, demands for increased funding and

m ore local control over that funding, while often the idyllic “left-wing” answer to
such problems is not sufficient, and indeed reproduce some of the challenges
articulated by most participants.
In chapter two, I investigated some of the themes I saw emerge from my
conversations with participants living on social assistance. Here a num ber of the
issues raised by participants working in social service agencies were echoed, but
some new issues were also brought to the fore. In particular, participants living
on social assistance articulated a complex understanding of the challenges they
face while living on welfare, including multiple reasons for which that experience
is shaming. W hat was especially striking during these conversations was the
implications on the citizenship of people living on social assistance. Not only is
the experience of accessing welfare demeaning, but also in advanced liberalism
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where the citizen is an autonomous, free and self-regulating subject, discourses
around the dependency of the “welfare recipient” attack the freedom and
autonomy of people living on assistance. While participants living on assistance
articulate themselves as productive and contributing citizens, there is a shadow of
rhetoric that follows their everyday moves, and governmental techniques
employed at multiple sites encourage them to understand themselves as not
fulfilling their potential to be free and self-sufficient. Therefore, the creativity
and survival techniques that people living on welfare employ daily gets
reconstituted as less useful than participating in m enial wage labour.

These

concepts have consequences for the ways in which people live and resist in their
daily lives.
To begin to pull together some of these themes, I employed the notion of
the “entrepreneurial self’ (Rose, 1996; Rose, 1999). In chapter three, I explored
the articulation of enterprise culture and the continual capitalization of the self to
understand the connections between the experiences of people working in social
service agencies and people living on social assistance. I found this form ation of
subjectivity particularly useful because it allowed me to develop a more nuanced
understanding of the active self and the ways in which subjects take it up in the
advanced liberal society. It also helped m e to understand how, regardless of the
political convictions of the participants with whom I spoke, most (at least at some
point in our conversations) seemed to buy into notions of the free and
autonomous subject as the ideal formation of the self. This principle extends to
the social service agency, where principles of freedom, self-sufficiency and
continual improvement of services was situated as the pinnacle of success. This
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formation of the ideal has implications for the ways in which participants engage
in resistance.
Finally, in chapter four, I investigated resistance, particularly with respect
to the articulations and understandings of participants with an eye to the
continual capitalization of the self. I began to sketch some of ways in which
participants constructed their resistances and the dividing practices used to
understand those movements.

I also attem pted to unpack how notions of

professionalism affect resistance, particularly with respect to the notion of the
professional as removed, dispassionate and apolitical.

These values are not

specific to people working in social service agencies, they are also woven into the
ways in which people living on social assistance negotiate bureaucracies. The
“professional,” loosely defined, is also strategic and follows rules. Finally, I used
chapter four to reflect upon the value in unofficial resistance, th at is
misbehaviour for the purposes of disrupting power relations. I unpacked these
concepts to provide some hopeful reflections on possibilities for broader
understandings of resistance, which rely upon notions of micro-power and
everyday resistance.
The everyday resistance and misbehaviour investigated in chapter four
offers some significant possibilities with respect to the themes outlined in this
project: “the evocation of Foucauldian m otif has allowed us to think about
resistance in new and broader ways that do not rest solely upon the nom enclature
of dialectics, true interests and overt antagonism ” (Fleming, 2002:194). I want to
take a few pages of this conclusion to begin to speak to the possibilities of
resistance that I see this analysis pointing towards.

While these modes of
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resistance were not clearly articulated in the data, I think that within the project
itself lays the foundation to consider these strategies as possible mechanisms to
resist the relations that I explored.
In response to the imperative for active citizenship and the constitution of
an entrepreneurial self, I would suggest that resistance-mischief, that is playful
misbehaviour for the purposes of resistance, m ight be a useful construct.
Organizational misbehaviour, for example, offers workers an opportunity to
resist in unconventional and creative ways (Ackroyd and Thompson, 1999).
Misbehaviour is im portant not only for people working in social service agencies,
but also for people living on social assistance, because it potentially interrupts the
m om ent when subjects are being regulated by governmental techniques. In this
space subjects can break, momentarily, their entrepreneurial selves. Moreover,
as Shepard suggests:
Playing gets us out of our theoretical ruts. While creative social workers
can still find themselves stifled in organizations th at fail to appreciate their
ideas, play nevertheless helps social actors to move outside of their
conceptual cul-de-sacs” (2005:50).
While resistance/m ischief does not fix the funding problem, it does give us a way
to think about funding controls - and that is part of the reason why “fun”
activism works, because it breaks the entrepreneurial self up a bit, and opens new
possibilities for movement. If one reflects back on this project, we can begin to
imagine spaces where participants begin to move towards play in their resistant
talk, for example through hum our in alleviating some of the tension in relaying
their experiences.

Robin’s contemplation of sending her worker’s note to MAD
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magazine or National Lampoon is one way to think about possibilities for playful
misbehaviour as a mode of resistance.
However, it is not enough to say that if we just break out of our
entrepreneurial selves and we play as resistance, then we can exit from relations
of power, or eliminate dom inant power relations:
This Foucauldian sensibility seems to have shifted our attention away from
class politics to those subtle micropractices that do not necessarily aim for
‘revolution’ but nevertheless allow subordinates to construct counter
spheres within forms of domination, change trajectory of controls and
quietly challenge power relations without necessarily leaving them (de
Certeau, 1984 in Fleming, 2002:194).
It is therefore not sufficient to set resistance-mischief up as a mode of resistance
to get outside of governmentality because as long as we are trying to get outside
of it or break free of governmental techniques, we are in them. By engaging in
resistance, whatever form it takes, we are acting upon ourselves in ways that we
think are productive. For this reason, it is too simplistic to conceptualize play as
an efficient means of resistance that avoids some of the pitfalls associated with
other activities consistent with the values of advanced liberalism, for example,
active participation in democratic processes or efficiency in waged labour.
Therefore, while play can be reclaimed as a “useful tool for social work practice”
and resistance (Shepard, 2005:65), it is still embedded in power relations.
Thus, my discussion of play in the conclusion of this project is not meant
to suggest that we should play and engage in resistance-mischief as a way to
escape the hold of governmental techniques. There is no way to escape power
relations.

No am ount of agitation for rights or funding, or engagement in

resistance can relieve us from power in advanced liberal societies. Even when we
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are consciously trying to be unproductive, the conscious effort to be unproductive
for political purposes is productive. We can only find a way to negotiate through
them — but even these tools of reflection are tools of capitalizing on ourselves
(Gilbert, 2001). In this way, while we can think about resistance-mischief as a
way to think through new terrains for resistance, there is no way to exit power
relations and the advanced liberal demand for self-governing citizens.

Even the

most innovative resistant practices cannot escape from the web of power or
eliminate its technologies.
Given the problem atics raised in this thesis, particularly with respect to
enterprise culture and governmentality, it is tem pting to suggest that we ju st do
away with such techniques altogether. If such a thing were even at all possible, it
would not necessarily be advisable. While these techniques certainly get taken up
by neo-liberalism, “this does not mean that there is an intrinsic relation between
the techniques and the politics, such that they m ust be discarded by those who
seek an alternative art of government” (Barry et al, in Reich, 2002). Therefore,
eliminating such techniques is not an effective or feasible strategy particularly
since, not only does it have some good effects, but also notions of the reflective
and entrepreneurial self are not easily or usefully rooted out. Moreover, as Rose
suggests, discourses of the autonomous, free-choosing, responsible individual as
the political ideal have become taken for granted notions which infuse political
mentalities of the “W est” (Rose, 1996:51) and will not simply evaporate with an
overhaul of a political system or change in government.

It is particularly

important that social work continue to struggle with this challenge as a result of
social workers’ dual role with respect to encouraging and taking up “technologies
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of the self’ which require us all to the entrepreneurial and efficient lifelong
learner/workers. Healy suggests:
The field has yet to adequately explore the opportunities provided by
major contemporary social thinkers whose critical engagements with
postm odern and poststructural ideas in relation to power, subjectivity, and
social citizenship are of relevance to the ongoing transform ation of critical
social work (2000:145).
While there has been a good deal of literature taking up Healy’s challenge since
1999, I found that the literature did not adequately confront questions about
resistance, and the different forms that it could take given new understandings of
power as m inute and relational. I have attem pted to sketch some possibilities for
micropractices of resistance in this project.
While collective struggles for more community control, increased
autonomous funding and increased social assistance rates are valuable, they are
also problematic.

If the problem is that governmentality and power are

productive of the types of resistance that agencies and clients are performing, if it
is the funding itself that produces us in particular ways, then fighting for a return
to pre-1994 social assistance levels and increased funding might not be the
answer to the challenges presented by participants. Targeting the am ount of
income or funding does little to change the mechanism of its delivery, which is
just as troublesome for participants in this project. There m ight not be a way out
of governance techniques and an imperative for active citizenship. Looking at the
way power operates and the ways in which it is productive in relationship means
that we also have to rethink the ways in which we engage to shift those relations.
At the same time, it would be foolish to suggest that neo-liberal forms of
governance are doing us any favours by cutting funding and developing new and
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innovative techniques to shape the conduct of people living on social assistance
and social service agency workers.
solutions.

From these reflections I am left grasping for

Despite the fact that this thesis presents a num ber of complications

with respect to surveillance, funding, ties and the ways that we are produced as
entrepreneurial selves, I would also suggest that there are spaces of hope in this
picture.

Discipline is not simply m anufactured, and power is not simply “top

down.” While power is pervasive in all social relations, and while this thesis
suggests that the battles we have been fighting up hitherto cannot be won the way
they have been fought, it also suggests that power relations are much more
complicated than a righteous battle between those who work to control the poor
and the poor and those who aim to “help” them. While we can no longer “race to
innocence” (Razak and Fellows, 1998), what we can do is acknowledge that these
complexities open up new spaces where we can act. Therefore while we can no
longer imagine ourselves outside oppressive relations when resisting repressive
funding or income models, we can exploit these new spaces and try new forms of
resistance and ways of movement. We can negotiate our relationships in new
ways, given the m anner in which they are already starting to form.
Additionally, there is pressure to be wholly congruent and consistent in
the ways in which we engage.

These new understandings begin to take the

pressure off being the “heroic activist” (Healy, 1999). The concept of the heroic
activist, as explored by Healy (1999) and others (Rossiter, 2001; McBeath and
Webb, 2005) is problematic.

I worry a great deal about congruency, about

engaging in activities that are progressive, in ways that are perceived as the
“right” politic, in the right way. Different types of organizations and approaches,
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charity, activist, welfare state and m arket, are often perceived as mutually
exclusive, although they often work together and reinforce one another (Kenny,
2002).

We find safety in trying to operate within the correct framework, for

example, if I consider myself an activist, any action that I undertake which
deviates from that framework is considered off-limits, and in congruent with my
approach. At the same time, when we do something resistant, there is always
some part of us that wishes that we could fit within the norm, and therefore this
can be a conflicted location. There are very few of us that can take up resistant
(or normative) identities without any doubt. None of us are pure, innocent or
perfect, and none of us are wholly congruent all of the time. None of us can claim
to be always “fighting the good fight;” in fact there is doubt that there is a singular
good fight to be fought in a singular way. W hat this does, then, is open up new
spaces for movement; “we [can] reconfigure [our approach] as a kaleidoscope,
where every intervention shifts the pattern and creates a whole new vision of
possibilities” (Mizrahi, 2001:185).

For example mischief and resistance play an

integral part in the ways in which we understand talking back to funding and
income regimes that do not work. When resistance takes playful shapes we are
liberated to take risks, to try new things, to not worry so much about doing
exactly the right thing as the heroic activist.
We need to think about how we can recover a sense of play in our
resistance (Shepard, 2005). Critical social work often tends towards seriousness
- it attends to the complexities of power relations seriously - and injustice is
serious business. I wonder, however, if in reflection on the talk in the interviews
if there is a space for joyful mischief and misbehaviour in the ways in which we
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push the lim its and resist, in the ways in which we break, if we can, the
capitalization of the self and, even for a m om ent carve a space in surveillance and
the ways it works upon us.
In finishing these pages, I am struck with the reality that these musings
cannot be wrapped up in a neat package of perfectly constructed reflections on
the nature of surveillance and resistance in funding and income regimes. In fact,
no musings on resistance are ever neat or simple (or at least, not when well
attended to). There are, however, some m om ents in these chapters that I wish to
be hopeful; there are some moments in which we can transform our
engagements.

Perhaps the picture on funding and income is not so bleak.

Certainly there are problems, certainly the cuts over the last decades have had
tragic consequences, but at the same tim e with those consequences come
possibilities. I hope to leave us with the question of what those possibilities are
and what those spaces can be.

Only through negotiating through those

possibilities and spaces can we hope that they will become clearer to us and
continue to bring us hope.
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A PPEN D IX A
I n t e r v ie w G u i d e f o r P e o p l e L iv in g o n W e lf a r e

This is a sem i-structured interview. Before posing the questions, thank the
participant fo r agreeing to m eet w ith you. Review the inform ation letter in
detail. Review the consent fo rm in detail, then ask him /her to sign it. Explain
that he or she m ay decline to answ er any questions, or m ay choose to remove
him /herself fro m the process at any time. Explain that anonym ity will be
guaranteed and that inform ation will not be used against you in any way. A sk
if s/he has any questions before we get started.

1.

W hat does getting welfare feel like for you? Are there good things
about welfare? Bad things about welfare?

2.

How do you feel about having to deal with welfare workers? W hat is
that like for you?

3.

W hen you first went on welfare, what kind of information did they
need from you?

4.

How did you feel about them asking for this information?

5.

Why do you think they need this information?

6.

Have you ever been asked to look for work or have a “work placem ent”
while on welfare? Did you feel like you had a choice? How do you feel
about that?

6.

Have you ever been told that you couldn’t access resources because of
job requirements? W hat was that like for you?

7.

Many people say that it is difficult to make ends m eet while living on
welfare. Tell me about how you manage on welfare.

8.

Are you aware of any situation where welfare rules are not strictly
followed? How do you feel about that? Please do not disclose names.
(Probe for reporting income, rent etc.)

9.

Is there anything you feel you can’t do because of where you get your
money?

10.

Do you ever talk to other folks on welfare and share information about
“the system?”
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11.

Some people feel monitored on welfare. Have you ever experienced
this? W hat was that like for you?

12.

Many people have been accused of doing things on welfare, even
though they might be innocent. People have also been cut off of
welfare for not “checking in” (for example, not submitting rent receipts
or a resum e every 3 m onths). Have you ever been investigated on
welfare? Ever been cut off or assessed an overpayment? Did you fight
this decision? Why/why not?

13.

Did your worker ever tell you about legal/advocacy resources you could
use to fight a decision you disagreed with?

14.

Have you ever used the Legal Centre or the Coalition against Poverty to
help you fight welfare? W hy/why not?

15.

Are there things that you think are unfair about welfare? What do you
do or say when you think som ething is unfair?

16.

Would you ever: sign a petition, join a protest, talk to your MP/MPP,
write a letter, wear a button, vote in an election, join PCAP? Why or
why not?

17.

Is there anything you would like to talk about that we haven’t covered?

Thank the participant fo r his/her time. Give him /her a list o f resources, and
talk to him /her about the resources/events happening in his/her com m unity.
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I n t e r v i e w G u id e f o r S o c ia l S e r v ic e W o r k e r s

This is a sem i-structured interview. Before posing the questions, thank the
participant fo r agreeing to m eet w ith you. Review the inform ation letter in
detail. Review the consent fo rm in detail, then ask him /her to sign it. Explain
that he or she m ay decline to answ er any questions, or m ay choose to remove
h im /herself fro m the process at any time. Explain that anonym ity will be
guaranteed. A sk i f s/he has any questions before we get started.
1. First, I’d like you to tell me the story of how you started working in the
social service sector.
2. Tell me a bit about how you approach your job.
3. How does your funding help you? Is there anything you feel you can’t do
because of where you get your funding?
4. Are there things that you like about your funding? Are there things that
you think are unfair about your funding? W hat do you do or say when you
think something is unfair?
5. Do you ever talk to social service workers from other agencies and share
information about how to access more funding/get around funding
strings?
6. How do you deal with controversial issues in the workplace? (i.e. Welfare
regulations, local advocacy campaigns)
7. How does your agency actualize your mission statem ent or make it
concrete? How does your agency not do this? How are these moves
shaped by funding requirements?
8. Has your agency changed in the time that you have been there? How has
it changed? Why do you think it has changed? How do you feel about the
change? (Probe for changes in funding regime with respect to agency
changes.)
9. Have you ever been directed by a superior not to speak out on an issue that
negatively affects the people you are supposed to be helping? Why? W hat
did you do? How did you feel about that?
10. Some people feel m onitored in the workplace? Have you ever experienced
this? What was that like for you? (Probe for: not informing supervisor of
action to avoid consequences.)
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11. When, if ever, are you afraid to speak out in your workplace, and/or in the
community? Why are you afraid to speak out? How do you feel about
that?
12. Would you ever: sign a petition, join a protest, talk to your MP/MPP,
write a letter, wear a button, vote in an election, join PCAP? Why or why
not?
13. Is there anything you would like to talk about that we haven’t covered?
Thank the participant fo r his/her time. Give him /her a list o f resources, and
talk to him /her about the resources/events happening in his/her com m unity.
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A PPEN D IX B

ARE YOU ON WELFARE?
Are you frustrated with the social assistance system?
Are you tired o f not being listened to?
Would you like to share your experiences?

I am hoping to talk to people receiving welfare about their experiences
with the social assistance system. The interviews are anonymous and
confidential.
The findings will be used for a research project, as well as for
community organizing.
If you are interested, please contact Marisa at 705-868-2521.
This research project has been approved by the Carleton University
Research Ethics Committee.

DO YOU WORK AT A SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY?
Are you frustrated with feeling that your funding sources affect your
ability to advocate on behalf o f clients?
Are you tired o f not being listened to?
Would you like to share your experiences?

I am hoping to talk to individuals working for social service agencies
about their experiences with advocacy. The interviews are anonymous
and confidential.
The findings will be used for a research project, as well as for
community organizing.
If you are interested, please contact Marisa at 705-868-2521.
This research project has been approved by the Carleton University
Research Ethics Committee.
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A PPEN D IX C
Funding/Income Support and Its Impacts: Letter of Information
M y nam e is M arisa Barnhart. I am a student at Carleton U niversity’s School o f Social W ork.
I am currently w orking on a research project, w hich looks at how people receiving w elfare or
w orking in not-for-profit agencies are affected by the realities o f their “funding
arrangem ents.” For exam ple, som e people are afraid to fight welfare because they are
w orried about getting “cut o f f ’. I w ould like to talk to 6 social service workers and 6 w elfare
recipients about their experiences in receiving m oney from governm ent, for-profit and notfor-profit agencies.

What happens if I participate?
If you decide to participate in this project, you w ould be asked to take part in one interview
that w ould last betw een 60-90 m inutes. There is no com pensation for participation. I will
book a room w here w e can m eet. I can give you bus tickets if you need help w ith
transportation.
I have attached an interview guide to this letter, so you know a b it about w hat the interview
w ould be like. Y ou have the right to refuse to answ er specific questions if you do not feel
com fortable answ ering them .
If at any time before, during or after the interview you have any concerns, questions or you
d o n ’t w ant to participate anym ore, you can contact:
o m e at 705-868-2521 (I am the only one w ho w ill have access to m y m essages on this
line),
o m y supervisor Professor Sarah Todd from the Carleton U niversity School o f Social
W ork at 613-520-2600 x. 4498,
o or the C arleton U niversity Ethics C om m ittee Chair, Professor A ntonio Gualtieri at
613-520-2517 w ho w ill try to answ er any questions you m ay have and address any o f
your concerns.
Y ou can stop participating at any tim e, w ithout any consequences. You can also decide not
to answ er certain questions during the interview.

How Will Interviews Be Used?
Interview s will be taped and w ritten dow n by som eone I hire who will not know w ho you are.
I am the only person w ho w ill know your nam e. Y our name will not appear on the recording
or transcript, and therefore your identity will rem ain confidential and anonymous.
I f you use any identifying inform ation in your interview, this will be rem oved from the
transcript in the research paper. Recordings and transcripts will be stored in a locked cabinet
in m y home, and I am the only one who has a key to that cabinet. I will also destroy them at
the end o f the research project (approxim ately Septem ber 2006).

Will Anything Happen to me if I Participate?
W hile there are not very m any risks in participating in this project, because other people will
not know that you are participating, it is possible that other people (for exam ple, som eone
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from the w elfare office) could read this report and respond in a w ay that is either negative or
positive. For this reason, I w ill rem ove any identifying inform ation that m ight let people
know who you are from the final paper. Also, even though I w ill be using direct quotations
from our interview, I will rem ove any references to your identity, types o f things that you do,
and any other identifying inform ation. Therefore, there should not be any risks i f you
participate.

How Will I Know What Happens with the Research?
I will give you a w ritten copy o f the interview. I w ould also be happy to give you a sum m ary
o f m y findings w hen the research is completed. The inform ation will be used in the final
research project. I m ight also use the inform ation in conference presentations and articles.
I’d also like to share the project w ith the com m unity, through the local anti-poverty advocacy
organization, so that w e can use this inform ation to help our com m unity.
This project has been approved b y the C arleton U niversity R esearch Ethics Com m ittee. If
you have any concerns or questions about your involvem ent in the research process, you m ay
contact the Chair o f the Com m ittee, Prof. A ntonio Gualtieri. Y ou can call him at 613-5202517 or email the ethics com m ittee at ethics@ carleton.ca.
If you would like to participate in this project, please read and sign the attached consent
portion. I appreciate your interest in this project, and I look forw ard to the opportunity to
w ork together.
Sincerely,

M arisa Barnhart
N am e o f Person G iving Consent:___________________________________
Telephone or O ther C o n ta c t:_______________________________________
N am e o f Researcher:

M arisa Barnhart
m arisabam hart@ em ail.com
705-868-2521

Date o f Research Activity: __________________________________________ _
I, the undersigned, have read the attached letter o f inform ation, and voluntarily agree that
the researcher m ay use the inform ation and quotations from our interaction.

Signature o f Person Giving Consent

Date

Signature o f the R esearcher

Date
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